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·UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No. 751-TA-ll
SALMON GILL FISH NETTING OF MANMADE FIBERS FROM JAPAN
Determination
On the basis of the record !/ deveio~ed in the subject investigation, the
Commission determines, pursuant to section 75l(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1675(b)), that an industry in "the United States would not be
materially injured or threatened with material injury nor would the
establishment of an industry in the United States be materially retarded by
reason 6f imports of salmon gill fish

n~tting

of manmade fibers ii from Japan

covered by antidumping order T.D. 72-158 if that portion of the order
concerning salmon gill" fi"sh netting were to be revoked.
Background
On April 18, 1972, the Commission determined that an, industry in the
United States was being injured within the meaning of the Antidumping Act,
1921, by reason of imports from Japan of fish netting of manmade fibers
determined by the Secretary of Treasury to be sold or likely to be sold at
less than fair value (Fish Nets and Netting of Manmade Fibers from Japan

'

'I

investigation No. AA1921-85; TC Publicatipn 477 (1972)).
On June l, 1972, the Department of the Treasury issued a finding of
dumping (T.D. 72-158), and

pu~lished

Register (37 F.R. 11560, June 9,

11 The

notice of the finding in the Federal

197~).

record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
~/ Fish netting of continuous polyamide fibers (including nylon), consisting
of monof i lament yarns measuring no·t more than 0. 806 mi 11 imeter in maximum
cross-sectional dimension or multifilament yarns or cordage measur~ng not more
than 210 denier, or. a combination of the foregoing yarns or cordage, of
double- or triple-knot construction, dyed or otherwise colored (except white),
having a,. stretch mesh size of not less than 4-1/8 inches and not more than
8-1/2 inches. Such netting is provided for in item 355.45 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States.

-2-

On June 20, 1986, the Commission received a request to institute a third
review investigation and modify its affirmative determination in investigation
No. AA1921-85. !/

The request was filed under section 751(b) of the Tariff

Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1675(b)), by George R. Tuttle, P.C. on behalf of
Seattle, Washington/Portland Oregon, importers of salmon gill fish netting of
manmade fibers.

. '·

On July 3, 1986,

~he

Commission requested written comments as to whether

the changed circumstances alleged by the petitioners were sufficient to
warr~nt

a third review investigation (51 F.R. 24451).

received from the

l~w

firm ..of Arnold

&

Written comments were

Porter on behalf of the Fishing Nets

and Twine Division of the Japan Textile Products Exporters' Association,
Osaka, Japan; Jovanovich Supply Co., Seattle, WA, an importer of.the subject
merchandise; and the petitioner, all supporting the request for instituting
the investigation.

Written comments were also received from the law firm of

Taft, Stettinius & Hollister on behalf of the American Cordage and Twine
Manufacturers (ACTM) opposing the request to institute a review investigation.
On the basis of the comments filed, the Commission instituted
investigation No. 751-TA-11, effective August 20, 1986.

Notice of the

institution of the Commission's investigation and of the public hearing to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secreatry, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the

notic~

in the Federal Register (51

~.R.

29708).

The

hearing was held in Washington, DC, on October 30, 1986, and all persons who
requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

!/ The two prior review investigations were Salmon Gill Fish Netting of
Manmade Fibers From Japan: Determination of the Commission in Investigation
No. 751-TA-5, . . . , USITC Publication 1234, March 1982; and. Salmon Gill Fish
Netting of Manmade Fibers from Japan: Determination of the Commission in
Investigation No. 751-TA-7, . . . , USITC Publication 1387, June 1983.
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VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
We unanimously determine that an industry in the United States will not
be materially injured or threatened·with material injury, nor will the
establishment of an industry in the United States be materially retarded, by
reason of less than fair value (LTFV) imports of salmon gill fish netting from
Japan covered by antidumping order T.D. 72-158 !/ i f this order is revoked
with regard to salmon gill fish netting.
In making this determination, we

d~flne

the like product as salmon gill

fish netting produced in the ·United States and the domestic industry as the
one domestic producer of salmon gill fish netting, Harbor Net and Twine Inc.,
of Hoquiam, Washington.

We have also considered whether two potential

producers should be included in the domestic industry but the record shows
that they have not made a .substantial commitment to begin domestic production
of salmon gill fish netting.

our determination that the domestic industry

will not be materially injured if the antidumping order is revoked with regard
to salmon gill fish netting is based on the finding that i t maintains a small,
stable, and separate niche in the marketplace that is not likely to be
affected by possible price reductions or increased imports of the Japanese
product.
Background
In 1972, the Commission determined that an industry in the United States
was being injured within the meaning of the Antidumping Act of 1921 by reason
of dumped imports of fish netting of manmade fibers from Japan.. As a result,
the Secretary of Treasury issued an antidumping order covering all fish

1/

37 F.R. 11,560 (June 9, 1972).

4
21

netting of manmade fibers from Japan. -

Pursuant to section 751 of the

Tariff ~ct of 1930, }/ the Conunission has conducted two previous review
investigations of imports from Japan of salmon gill fish netting of manmade
fibers covered by the order.

In both investigations the Conunission determined

that.the portion of the order dealing. with salmon gill fish netting should not
4/

be revoked.. -

On June 20, 1986, the Conunission was petitioned by importers in Seattle,
Washi~gton

and Portland, Oregon to institute a third review

investigation. ~/ 2,I

Comments in support of the· petition were· received on

behalf of the Fishing Nets and Twine Division of the·Japan Textile Products
Exporters' Association, Jovanovich Supply Co. (an importer), and the

21 Fish Nets and Netting of Kanmade Fibers from.Japan, Inv. No. AA1921-85, TC
Pub. 471 c1912>.

11 19 u.s.c.

s 1675(b).

Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Kanmade Fibers from Japan, Inv. No. 751-TA-5,
USITC .Pub. 123.4 (1982) and Ii:iv. No. 751-TA-7, USITC Pub. '1387 (1983).

~I

The pe~ition alleged changed ·circumstances sufficient to warrant an
investigation under section 751. These changed circumstances were: (1)
Nichimo Northwest, Inc., a major producer of· the subject merchandise in the
United States, ceased production on Nov. 30, 1984, has not resumed production,
and does not plan to resume production; (2) Harbor Net and Twine, Inc., the
only known U.S. producer of salmon gill fish netting, primarily makes netting
for sturgeon fishing and divers nets for salmon, and has been making little,
if any, salmon gill fish netting; and (3) Nylon Net Co., a potential producer,
has ceased all production of fish netting and filed a voluntary petition under
Chapter l~ with the U.S. Bankruptcy Court on Kay 9, 1985.
~I

Notice of the Conunission's request for written conunents regarding the
request for a third review was published in the Federal Register of July 1,
1986. 51 F.R. 24,451.

~I

5

petitioners.

The American Cordage and Twine Manufacturers (ACTH) l/ opposed

the review, al'leging that modification· or revocation of the current
antidumping order would materially injure the domestic industry. ~/
Introduction
·1

The purpose of section 751 is to provide an opportunity for the review of
an outstanding antidumping or countervailing duty order.

Under section 751,

the Commission determines whether an industry in the United States would be
materially injured or would be threatened with material injury, or the
••I

'

establishment of an industry in the United States would be materially
.

!'

retarded, by reason of imports of the merchandise covered by the
countervailing duty order or the antidumping order if the order were to be
-

.

·.

. .

9/

modified or revoked. -

To this end, the Commission considers the relevant

facts and circumstances as they currently exist, assesses the intentions of
I:

the exporters and importers, and predicts the impact of revocation of the
existing order on imports.

71 ACTH participated in the investigation in opposition to the petition.
This is an organization of cor.dage, twine and domestic netting manufacturers
who currently produce fish netting and netting for other uses such as
volleyball or tennis.

On Aug. 20, 1986, the Commission instituted this investigation. 51 F.R.
29,706. An official of Nylon Net and Twine Co., Memphis, Tennessee, a former
potential producer in the first two review investigations (Invs. Nos. 751-TA-5
and 751-TA-7) has indicated that Nylon Net is only interested in producing
products which are established and profitable and that salmon gill fish
netting is not.such a product. Report of the Commission (Report) at A-12.

~I

9/ Section 751(b) provides only that the Commission shall "review'' its
determinations. It does not provide any explicit standard for the
Commission's determination in a review investigation. Consequently, the
Commission has provided such a standard in its rules. See 19 C.F.R. §
207.45(a).

6

Like product and domestic industry
The Conunission must first define the domestic· industry to determine if·
that industry

~ould

the subject order.

be injured as a result of a modification or·revocation of
Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines

"industry" as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic production of that product."
1677(4)(A).

19

u.s.c.

§

"Like product" is defined in section 771(10) as "a product which

is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses
with, the article subject to an investigation under this subtitle."

19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(10).

The product that is the subject of this

investigatio~
..

netting of manmade fibers from Japan.

is salmon gill fish

J

Three basic types of salmon gill fish

netting have been imported into the United States from Japan: (1).monofilament
netting (straight or twisted),

10/

~

(2) multifilament netting (crystal or

10/ Monofilament or single strand gill netting has a very simple
construction. Straight (untwisted) monofilament is constructed from a yarn or
cord which consists of single strands of monofilament .. Report at A-6.
Al~hough it is not as strong as other types of netting it is very
transparent .. This type of netting is used by Japan and other foreign
countries for use in salmon gill fishing nets. Twisted monofilament netting
is constructed from a yarn or cord that consists·of two or more monofilament
strands that are twisted together in the same direction. Id. at A-6.
Fishermen in the Puget Sound area of Washington have increased their use of
this type of netting since the 1985 change in the law.

7

cable-laid),

111

and (3) multimonofilament netting.

121

currently the

only salmon gill fish netting produced in this country is crystal and
cable-laid multifilament netting. · The.question has been raised whether these
domestic products are sufficiently non-competitive with the Japanese imports
that they should not be considered like the imported products.
There is some evidence in the record supporting the,proposition that
domestic and. imported salmon gill fish netting are not directly competitive.
None. ·of. the importers responding to the Commission's questionnaire indicated
that it had imported cable-.laid salmon gill fish netting during the period of
inve.stigation.

Mor.eov~r.,

only· minimal amounts of the cable-laid product have

come from Japan since 1977.

13/

The crystal netting that is currently

11/ Multifilament netting (crystal or cable-laid) is constructed from a yarn
or cord that usually consists of strands of numerous multifiiaments that are
twisted together. Crystal ~etting is constructed from a yarn or cord that
usually consists of six or seven multifilament strands that are lightly
twisted together~ Each strand consists of a dozen or more filaments which are
twisted together in the same direction. Cable-laid netting is constructed
from a yarn or cord that consists of three or four multif ilament strands that
are twisted together in one direction, and the strands are twisted together in
the opposite direction of the multifilaments in the strands. Cable-laid
netting uses filaments that are generally thinner and more numerous than
filaments used .in crystal multifilament or multimonofilament netting. Id.
12/ Multimonofilament netting is constructed from a yarn or cord that consists
of a varying number of multifilaments and monofilaments. These filaments are
twisted together into various combinations to produce a yarn or cord with a
minimum total filament count of 30 filaments, multifilaments and monofilament~
combined. The number and/or thickness of the monofilaments used are
determined by the species of salmon being targeted.· The number of
multifil~ents used is determined by the number of monofilaments used in
constructing the yarn or cord. End users prefer nets with maximum
transparency and strength. Because multimonofilament netting has these
characteristics to a greater degree than other types of salmon gill fish
netting, it has been strongly preferred by importers, distributors, and
fishermen, and therefore is. imported from Japan in greater quantities than the
other types of netting. Id .. at A-7;
13/ Id. at A-6; Importers' Questionnaires.

8

domestically produced is considered to be of quality suitable for only a
14/
limited number of uses. There is also information that the domestically
produced salmon gill fish netting is generally sold to purchasers who order
15/
outside the normal marketing channels that are used by the Japanese. on the other hand, domestic salmon gill fish netting iS bought and used
for the same purposes as imported netting and is·basieally the same product.
Each variety of salmon gill fish·netting from Japan has some characteristics
different from other varieties of Japanese salmon gill fish netting and is
preferred by fishermen under particular ·conditions, depending on the species
of salmon, the type of water and applicable fishing regulations.

However, all

salmon gill fish netting, including both Japanese and domestic; are
manufactured according to a combination of specifications that distinguish
sa l mon gi· 11 f is h
0

~e

tt•ing f rom o ther 't ypes o f net t•ing.. -161 .Morever, a 11

types of Japanese salmon gill fish netting are used for the purpose of
catching salmon and not other fish.

The same is tru·e for domestically·

produced salmon gill fish netting.

Thus, we conclude that domestically

produced salmon gill fish netting is like the.imported product.
ACTM argued during this investigation that the like product should be all
fish netting produced in the United States rather than just domestic salmon
gill fish netting because· this definition would conform the scope of the

14/ Report at A-27.
15/ Id. at A-17-18 and A-27. · See text at n. 37-38.
16/ The specifications that are combined to produce salmon gill fish netting
were included in a definition of salmon gill fish netting prepared by our
staff to assist the customs Service in distinguishing imports of salmon gill
fish netting from imports of other fish netting. See infra at 10-11.

9

investigation to that of the ·Outstanding antidumping order.

Since petitioners

are only seeking the removal of duties from salmon gill fish netting and not
from all fish netting; the Conunission has limited the subject of the
investigation to salmon gill fish netting.

No changed circumstances have been

shown, pursuant to section 751(b)(l), to justify a broader investigation
including all fish netting.

Section 751(c) contemplates section 751

investigations that are more limited in scope than the order subject to review
as it allows the administering authority to revoke a countervailing duty or
antidumping' order "in whole or in part. ..
ACTM argued that the like product should be all fish netting produced in
the United States for the·further reason that, because salmon gill fish
netting can be used to catch several other types of fish, lifting the duty
with regard to salmon gill fish netting alone will harm the entire fish
netting industry.

There is information on the record, however, demonstrating

that salmon gill fish netting is not a viable alternative to other fish
netting.

Federal and state regulations restrict the type of netting that can

be used to catch different types of fish.

Also, salmon gill fish netting is

more expensive than most other fish netting, making it unlikely that
conunercial fishermen would use salmon gill fish netting instead of less costly
but adequate netting to catch other varieties of fish.

171

17/ For example, halibut catching is regulated by the International Pacific
Halibut Fisheries Conunission and halibut cannot be legally caught with a gill
net. Trout are closely regulated by the states and are caught with gill nets
less than 5" stretch mesh size. An official at the Alaska Entry Conunission
reported that Alaskan regulations only allow an incidental catch of other
species weighing no more than 20.percent of the total catch landed. Report at
A-8-9. See also Transcript of Hearing (Tr.) at 22; Affidavit of Barry L.
Tyer, p. 2 ..

10
As a final reason for defining the like.product as all domestic fish
netting, ·ACTK argued that importers will attempt to avoid antidumping duties
on other imports of fish netting by labelling them·as salmon gill fish netting
on relevant import documents.
producers of all fish netting.

This, they argue, '.Would harm the domestic
ACTM claimed it would be difficult for Customs

to differentiate salmon gill fish netting from other fish netting under the
current TSUS definition of salmon gill fish netting.

In addition, the

importers of salmon gill fish netting were concerned· because some salmon gill
fish netting imported from Japan does not meet the criteria of the current
TSUS definition, especially with regard to mesh size.
In response to these concerns the

Commission~s

staff has developed the

following.definition of salmon gill fish netting:
fish netting, of continuous polyamide fi·bers (i~cluding
nylon), consisting of monofilament yarns measuring not
more than 0.806 millimeter in maximum cross-sec~ional
dimension or multif ilament yarns or cordage measuring not
more· than 210 denier, or a combination of th.e foregoing
yarns or cordage, of double- or triple-knot construction,
dyed or otherwise colored (except white),. having a stretch
mesh size of not less than 4-118 inches and not more than
8-1/2 inches, provided for in item 355.45 of. the "J"ariff
Schedules of the United States. 18/
We are confident that if the U.S. Customs service distinguishes the netting at
points of entry based on this definition, confusion over whether a particular
netting is salmon gill fish netting will be virtually eliminated.

18/ Report at A-11; Memorandum of Dec. 3, 1986, from the Director, Office of
Tariff Affairs and Trade Agreements to the Director, Office of Investigations.

11
In short, we

conclud~

that the information received in this

investigation, as well as·the two previous investigations, establishes th~t it
is appropriate to

consid~r

salmon gill fish netting as a separate like product

from other .types of fish netting because of
and uses.

it~

.distinctive

char~cteristics

19/

~

The.only domestic producer of salmon gill fish netting in the United
States is Harbor Net and

-ntin~.

Inc., of Hoquiam, Washington.

Since the

salmon gill fish netting produced by Harbor Net and Twine is like the salmon
gill fish netting imported from Japan, the
Harbor Net and Twine.

dome~tic

industry consists of

201

Potential producers
During this investigation, allegations were made that two U.S. producers
of fish netting, West Coast Netting, Inc. (West Coast) of Rancho Cucamonga,
California, and Blue Mountain Industries, Inc., (Blue Mountain) of Blue
Mountain, Alabama, were interested in producing salmon gill fish netting
domestically.

For these companies to be considered part of an industry that

might or might not be injured by revocation of the antidumping order, they
must demonstrate, at the least, a substantial commitment to the production of

19/ See Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers from Japan, Inv. Nos.
751-TA-5 and 751-TA-7, supra, n. 4.
20/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4){A). This conclusion is in conformity with our
decision in Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers from Japan, Inv. No.
751-TA-7, supra, the most recent review investigation, where we found Harbor
Net and Twine to be part of the domestic industry that, at that time, also
included Nichimo Northwest of Everson, Washington.

12

sa.lmon gill fish· netting.

This ·is the same standard we traditionally apply

when there is no ·established domestic industry and material 'retardation ls the
issue in an investigation.

211

. The standard is·intended to screen out·

companies seeking relief· that might ·intend or ·wish to become established in an
industry but have taken no substantial steps toward doing so.
Mr. Bill Kirkland, president of West coast, told the commission that he
was pursuing certain plans to make a netting that would compete directly with
the Japanese netting. · During the

·investigation~

'the 'Commission requ·ested

documentation 'and other verification of ·west' coEist' s allegations',. including
verification of West Coast's contacts with potential suppliers ·of the yarn and
22/
specific constructions of the yarn and netting to be made. ~
Blue Mountain, a former U.S. producer of salmon gill fish netting, also
alleged that it was a potential producer.

Again, the Commission requested

verification, asking Blue Mountain to provide documentation and examples of
'I

'

j'

test runs and cost surveys of netting, as well as details of the costs of
changing machine gears and dies for production of salmon gill fish netting,
evidence of negotiations w.ith potential suppliers of yarn, and the details of
the construction of the types of salmon gill fish netting Blue Mountain
claimed it was planning to produce.

21/ Cormnissioner Rohr notes that material retardation analysis is not usually
used if there is an existing domestic industry. He notes that because of the
unique, limited participation of the only domestic·producer in the salmon gill·
fish netting industry it does appear appropriate to use this analysis in this
investigation.

22/ The subject matter of the other requests is confidential.

Report at A-14.
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Be~ause

much of the information· provided by West Coast and Blue Mountain

concerning their alleged plans to enter the domestic salmon gill fish netting
industry is confidential, we ·are· unable to discuss those plans in detail in
this opinion. ·However, after. considering the documentation and the physical
"samples submitted by these potential ·entrants, we conclude that they have not
demonstrated a substantial commitment to produce salmon gill fish netting in
this country.
West Coast's documentation and other verification did not fully support
its cbims.

In fact, much of ·the information provided concerned fish netting

other than salmon gill without persuasive information that it was equally .
applicable to salmon gill netting.

231

Moreover~ evidence in the record

conflicted directly with the ·claims of both West Coast and Blue Mountain, so
that their ability and commitment to enter the industry is uncertain.
Blue Mountain failed to

provi~e

241

any support for its'claims, and its

representative, who was scheduled to appear at the hearing, failed·to appear
due to the "pressures of business."

251

The potential producers in this investigation clearly did not demonstrate
that they had made a substantial commitment.

our decision_ on this issue

conforms with our earlier decisions in Thin Sheet Glass from Switzerland,
Belgi1,.!m. and the Federal Republic of Germany, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-12i, li8, and

23/

Post~Hearing

Submissions of ACTM, Oct. 14, 1986-0ct. 20, 1986.

24/ Report at A-14-15.
251 Tr. at 121.

14

129 (Preliminary)

261

and Salmon,Gill Fish Netting .of Kanmade Fibers from

Japan, Inv. No. 751-TA-5.

27/

In Thin Sheet Glass, we found that there was.

no substantial commitment even though the potential. producer of high-quality
28/
thin sheet glass had the facilities to produce that glass -. and provided
samples to potential customers.
be deficient.

The potential customers found the samples to

The Court of International Trade affirmed our.finding of no··

substantial commitment in Jeannette Sheet Glass Corp. v. United States.In Salmon Gill Fish Netting, (Inv. No. 751-TA-5),

30

291

~ .we.found that

revocation of the· order would have materially retarded.the potential producers
at that time, Nylon Net Co. (Nylon Net) of Memphis, Tennessee, and Nichimo
Northwest, Inc. (Nichimo Northwest) oJ Everson, Washington, in their attempti;i,
to enter the market.

Evidence of

~ubstantial

commitment included Nylon Net's,

ongoing relationship with .Firestone, Inc. (Firestone), in the __.development of .
yarns for the production of salmon gill· .fish nett.ing and Nylon

N~t.'

s then

.. 'i

current testing of yarn supplied by Firestone for'., salmon gill fish .netting1 · ,,. ,
applications.

Even more significant was the fact that Nichimo Northwest:-had

started production of salmon gill fish netting and had already made one.
.
t . -.
31/
s h 1pmen
:.• .· ~

26/ USITC Pub. 1376 (Kay 1983).

ll,I supra.
28/ The potential producer was already a producer of regular quality thin
sheet glass.
29/ 607 F. Supp. 123 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1985).
30/ This was the first review investigation on this product.
31/ Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers from Japan, Inv. No. 751-TA-5,
supra, at 7.

/
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In this investigation, no ongoing relationship between a potential
producer and a supplier· of yarn with the purpose of developing a salmon gill
fish netting yarn has been established.

No samples of

U.S.~produced

salmon

gill fish netting have been submitted, and there has been no testing of yarn
that appears close to a type usable for salmon gill fish netting.
In light-of this record, we cannot find a substantial commitment on the
part ·of either· potential entrant to the salmon_ gill fish netting industry.
Thus, we do not consider them to be viable potential producers in the domestic
industry and do not
affect them.

reac~ th~

question of how revocation of the order might

321 331

The likely effect of revoking the antidumping order with regard to saimon gill
fish netting.
Since there is no substantial commitment:bY the potential producers, the
only member ·of the. domestic industry to be considered when judging the effect
of revocation is.Harbor Net· and Twine.

The record indicates that Harbor Net

and Twine produces. two types ...of salmon gill fish netting, cable-laid and

32/.Chairman Liebeler and Vice Chairman Brunsdale note that their
determination in this -case would be the same if they were to reach the
question of how revocation_ of the order would affect the two potential
producers. Though revocation may make these potential producers marginally
less likely to enter the industry, their failure to make a substantial
commitment to the industry during the fourteen years that antidumping duties
have been in effect suggests that they are unlikely to enter the industry in
any event. Thus, if Chairman Liebeler and Vice Chairman Brunsdale were to
reach the issue, they would find that the effect of revocation on the
potential producers, combined with the effect on Harbor Net and Twine, does
not rise to the level of material injury .

•

33/ Commissioner Rohr concludes that it is appropriate, having undertaken a
material retardation analysis to reach a determination on the issue. He
concludes that because they have·not demo~strated a substantial commitment,
the potential entrants have not been materially retarded from entering the
domestic industry.

16
crystal.

34/

~

Minimal amounts, if any, of

cable~laid

netting have been imported from Japan since 1977.

-salmon gill fish

35/

~

larger portion of Harbor Net and Twine's production.

Yet this is the
361

·According to fish

netting distributors and fishermen,. the firm's cable-laid netting is not
considered to be·competitive with multifilament or multimonofilament netting·
imported from Japan since it lacks the characteristics of' transparency or
flexibility that fisherman find necessary~ , 37 /

Importers and fishermen have

also alleged that Harbor Net and Twine's crystal multifilament netting is.
inferior to that produced by the Japanese

38/

manufacturers.·~

The record also discloses that most orders for imported' salmon gill fish
netting are placed up to six months in advance of the particular fishing
season.

Orders not placed in advance tend to have longer delivery .times and

often· are delayed as Japanese suppliers react to demand in their home market.
As a result, a substantial portion of the customers that order from Harbor Net·
and Twine place their orders irregularly, oft.en after the season ·has
begun.

39/

~

One U.S. distributor has indicated that Harbor Net and Twine

34/ Report at A-22. The record indicates that the owner of :Harbor· Net·and
Twine has been offering to sell her enUre business· including that involving
the production of salmon gill fish netting; Id. -at A-12.
"
35/ Id. at A-6; Importers' Questionnaires.
36/ Report at A-22.
"J]_I Id. at A-27.

39/ Report at A-13. See also Id. at A-27. There is also information.on the
record indicating that some of Harbor Net and Twine's customers are not
full-time fishermen. Telephone notes of Investigator (Oct. 2, 1986).

17

continues to have customers for its inferior-quality crystal netting because
1t: iS able

to

·supply the netting on short notice.

401

.·· The record ·in this investigation confirms our findings in the earlier
review investigation that Harbor Net and Twine has a special niche in the
market for salmon gill fish'netting, that it maintains sinall but stable sales
of crystal netting to fishermen, and that its cable-laid netting, which is the
larger por'tion·of its production, is not a close substitute for imported
multifilament 'nettings;

411

The apparent reasons why fishermen buy from

Harbor Net and Twine are not related to the v.olume or price levels of the
4.2/
Japanese ne.tt i rtg .· -.-

Thus, even i f the Japanese·lowered their prices as a

result of revocation of.the 'dumping order, Harbor Net and Twine would not be
significantly affected.· We therefore conclude that the domestic industry will
not be materially injur.ed i f the dumping order is revoked with regard to
salmori-.gill fish ·netting'.

431

:-·:; ..
:•·.

40/ Report ·at ·A-27 .'
41/:S'aimon Gill·Fish.Netting of Marunade Fibers, Inv. No. 751...:.TA-7, supra, n.
10 at 7. See .. also the views of·Commissioner Stern, 'in Inv. No. 751-TA-7,
supra:, ...at 18.
42/ This conclusion is consistent with our views concerning Harbor Net and
Twine's ,~nique position in the market in the two previous investigations.
43/ An additional factor that· Chairman °Liebeler,. Vice Chairman Brunsdale·and
Commissioner stern consider relevant in determining whether revocation of an
outstanding antidumping order will materially injure or threaten to materially
injure a domestic industry is an assessment of' the impact of the unfair nature
of the imports as reflected in the size of the antidumping duties imposed
pursuant to the order. They note that, at the present time, the average
antidumping duty on imports of fish netting of marunade fibers from Japan is
4.35 percent. Report at A-7. Elimination of this level of dumping with
regard to imports of salmon gill fish netting would not lead to material
injury or threat of material injury to the domestic industry.
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Retroactive revocation of the antidumping order
In this investigation, the petitioners have requested that the Commission
recommend that the Department of Commerce (Commerce) revoke the antidumping
order as of January 1, 1976.

441 451

They based this request on the.

allegation that all significant domestic production of salmon gill fish
netting had ended by that date.
The

~egislative

461 471

history of section 75l(b) gives no indication that

Congress anticipated that the Commission would recommend retroactive
481
.
. section
.
751 inves
.
ti gations.
.
revocation
in
~
section 751 was merely a codification of the
conducting review investigations.

It indicates instead that
Commi~sion•s

existing practice in

Those review investigations were conducted

only to determine whether an industry continued. to warrant the protection

44/
and
not
the

Chairman Liebeler thus concludes that because of the low dumping margins,
since the imported and domestically produced salmon gill fish netting are
close substitutes, the domestic industry will not be materially injured if
dumping order is revoked with respect to salmon gill fish netting.

45/ During the investigation the petitioner suggested dates in 1972, 1976, and
1984 but settled on the Jan. 1, 1976 date in their post-hearing brief.
46/ Harbor Net and Twine was a producer at the time but the petitioner argued
that Harbor Net and Twine would not have been harmed by lifting the
antidumping order in 1976 because its products were not competitive with the
Japanese imports.
It is clear under section 751 that the Commission does not have any
authority to determine the effective date of a revocation. Section 751(c)
provides that the Administering Authority shall determine the date. The
Commission could only recommend an effective date.

~I

48/ See S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 107 (1979).

19
offer~d by; the antidumping. or countervailing' duty ·order.

su'ch 'determina,tions

,-were based ,on a.prediction of Whether the industry would 'be °i.n'.jured in the

·,
0

future i f the. ()rder·were-.revoked1 :·
The· COll,lilliSE)iOt)J S rules

.. ·'I

· ·: .,,, -·

,wer~ .. ·written

'and ;all of !ifs, sectiort 751

~nye~tiga1:i,ons ·oav:e been conducted to conform ~ith the''idea ''that review"

.,

,

inves~ig~tions :are ..pros.pective in:·nature.'' The· only ·section' i5i ·investigation

in which the Commission did recommend an earlier effective date for·
order was in Synthetic L-Methionine from Japan.

49/

~

a ·commerce

That recommendation was

merely a clarification of the Commission's original determination and was
requested by Commerce.

501

In this investigation we find it unnecessary to decide whether the
Commission has authority to independently recomrnend retroactive revocation of
antidumping and countervailing duty orders.

We reject petitioners' request

for retroactive revocation on the ground that, assuming the Commission has
such authority, petitioners have not demonstrated entitlement to such relief.
Though petitioners may be correct that significant domestic production of
salmon gill fish netting ended in 1976, this does not mean that antidumping
duties were not necessary to protect the remaining domestic industry, and any

49/ Inv. No. 751-TA-4, USITC Pub. No. 1167 (1981). See also American Cyanamid
v. United States, 8 CIT 252 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1984).
501 Commissioner Rohr notes that the statutory language does not specifically
address the question or expressly prohibit the Commission from recommending
retroactive revocation. The very nature and purpose of a section 751 review
requires that it have only prospective effect. To determine that retroactive
effect should be given to a recomrnendation under section _751 wou~d be.to . .
determine that at some date· in .the past'pi:'ospective revocation would not have.
injured the ~d~mestic. industry.· This is not- contemplated by the.' statute. In .
light of the history of the statute and the legislative endorsement of the.
Comrnission's prior practice, he concludes that the Commission is not empowered
by section 751(b) to recomrnend retroactive revocation.

20

potential entrants to that :industry, from material injury subsequent:. to 1976.
Indeed, the Commissi.on con~luded to the contrary in its two previous:. section
751 reviews of duties on imports of salmon gill fish netting
Japan.

51/

~

~i;-om

In asking the Commission to.recommend retroactive revocation,

petitioners are, in effect, asking··us. to say ·that we erred in our two previous
section 751 reviews.
such a finding.

The

re~ord
.

in the instant investigation will not ·support
:

\

.

·.'

:

-,

.,

..
511 See Salmon Gill Fish Nett_ing of Ka~ade Fibers from Japan, Inv. No.·
751-TA-5, USITC Pub. 1234 (1982), and Inv. No., 751-TA-7, USITC Pub. ·139·7
(1983).
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE IN.VESTIGATION
Introduction
On April 18, 1972, in investigation No. AA1921-85, 11 the Commission
determined that an industry in the United States was being injured within the
meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, ~/ by reason of imports from Japan of
fish netting of manmade fibers 3/ determined by the Secretary of Treasury to
be sold or likely to be sold at-less than fair value (LTFV). As a result of
this determination, the Department of the Treasury issued a dumping order
applicable to this merchandise on June 1, 1972. 1/ The Commission has
conducted two 751 review investigations with respect to imports from Japan of
salmon gill fish netting of manmade fibers, provided for in item 355.45 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). The Commission determined in
both investigations that the portion of the order dealing with salmon gill
fish netting should not be revoked. ~/
On June 20, 1986, the Commission received a request to institute a third
review investigation and modify its affirmative determination in investigation
No. AA1921-85. The request was filed pursuant to section 751(b) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 by George R. Tuttle on behalf of Seattle, Washington/Portland,
Oregon, importers of salmon gill fish netting, including Seattle Marine and
Fishing Supply Co., Redden Net Co., and L;F.S., Inc. (formerly Lummi Fishing
Supply Co.). The petition requested that the Commission revoke that portion
of the outstanding order dealing with salmon gill fish netting retroactively
to June 1, 1972; however, petitioners request on page 10 of their posthearing
brief that the Commission retroactively revoke the order to January 1, 1976.
On July 3, 1986, the Commission requested written comments as to whether
the changed circumstances alleged by the petitioner §../ were sufficient to
warrant a third section 75l(b) review investigation. ZI Written comments were
.!/Fish Nets ~nd N~tting of Manmade Fiber from Japan
., investigation No.
AA1921-85, TC Publication 477 (1972).
~/ 19 U.S.C. 160-171 (replaced by Tariff Act of 1930, secs. 731-740, 19 U.S.C.
1673-1673i, effective Jan. 1, 1980).
'}_/Commissioners Leonard and Young dissenting. In addition, the Commission
unanimously determined that an industry in the United States was not being,
nor likely to be injured, nor was prevented from being established, by reason
of the importation of fish nets of manmade fibers from Japan.
.
11 A copy of Treasury Decision 72-158 (37 F.R. 11560, June 9, 1972) is
presented in app. A.
?../For information concerning review investigations Nos. 751-TA-5 and 751-TA-7,
see section entitled "Previous Commission Investigations."
§_/The petitioner alleged three major changed circumstances: (1) Nichimo
Northwest Inc., Everson, WA, the major producer of the subject merchandise in
the United States, ceased production on Nov. 30, 1984, has not resumed
production, and has no intention of resuming production; (2) Harbor Net and
Twine Inc., Hoquiam, WA, the only other known U.S. producer of the subject
merchandise, has primarily been making netting for sturgeon fishing and divers
nets for salmon; has been making, little if any, salmon gill fish netting, and
would not be adversely affected by retroactiv~ revocation or modification of
the order since it is a minor producer of the subject merchandise for a
specialized market; and (3) Nylon Net Co., Memphis, TN, a potential producer,
has ceased all production of fish netting, and on May 9, 1985, filed a
voluntary petition under Chapter 11 with the United States Bankruptcy Court.
ZI A copy of the Commission's notice is presented in app. B.
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received from the law firm of Arnold & Porter on behalf of the Fishing Nets
and Twine Division of the Japan Textile Products Exporters' Association,
Osaka, Japan; Jovanovich Supply Co., Seattle, WA, an importer of the subject
merchandise; and the petitioner, all supporting the request for instituting
the investigation. Written comments were also received from the law firm of
Taft, Stettinius & Hollister on behalf of the American Cordage and Twine
Manufacturers (ACTM) alleging that the modification or revocation of the
current antidumping order against fish nets and netting of manmade fibers from
Japan would materially injure the U.S. industry.
On the basis of the comments filed, the Commission instituted
investigation No. 751-TA-ll, effective August 20, 1986. The purpose of this
. investigation is to determine whether an industry in the United States would
be materially injured, or would be threaten~d with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry in the United States would be materially retarded,
if the present antidumping order were to be modified or revoked to exclude
salmon gill fish netting of manmade fibers from Japan. Modification or
revocation of the dumping order as to salmon gill fish netting would not
affect the Commission's affirmative determination with respect to other forms
of fish netting of manmade fibers from Japan. Notice of the institution of
the investigation and of the public hearing to be held in connection therewith
was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice
in the Federal Register of August 20, 1986 (51 F.R. 29708). !/ In connection
with the Commission's investigation, a public hearing was held in Washington,
D,C, ~m October 30, 1986. '?:_/ The Commission voted on this investigation on
December 3, 1986, and is scheduled to transmit its determination to the
Department of Commerce on December 12, 1986.
Previous Commission Investigations
On July 28, 1981, the Commission received a request to review its
affirmative determination in investigation No. AA1921-85, filed on behalf of
nine Seattle, Washington/Portland, Oregon, area importers of salmon gill fish
netting from Japan. The request, which was filed under section 751(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930, asked that the Commissio~ retroactively modify its injury
determination to exclude double-knot salmon gill fish netting, in light of
changed circumstances. Importers alleged that significant production of
salmon gill fish netting in the United States had ceased by 1974.
On the basis of the request for review and all comments filed concerning
the request, the Commission voted to institute investigation No. 751-TA-5 on
October 14, 1981. On March 31, 1982, the Commission unanimously determined
that the establishment of an industry in the United States would be materially
retarded by reason of imports of salmon gill fish netting of manmade fibers
from Japan covered by antidumping order T.D. 72-158, if the order were to be
modified or revoked. !/The Commission's unanimous determination was supported
by the finding that although domestic production of salmon gill fish netting

11

A copy of the Commission's notice is presented in app. B.
A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is presented in app. C.
11 Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Mahmade Fibers From Japan: Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No: 751-TA-5, . . . , USITC Publication 1234,
March 1982.
~I
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was so insignificant that there was no established industry in the United
States, Nylon Net Co., Memphis, TN, one of the largest domestic producers of
fish netting, had made substantial investments in the development of a
marketable salmon gill fish netting. An important part of Nylon Net's plans
was the projected development of a nylon yarn by Firestone Fibers & Textile
Co. at its plant in Hopewell, VA, that would permit Nylon Net to produce
netting that would be competitive with the Japanese netting. Nylon Net's
ability to enter the salmon gill fish netting market depended on the
successful commercial development of the riylon yarn, ·>1·->of • .!/
On November 24, 1982, following receipt of information that Firestone
Fibers & Textile Co. expected to cease production of nylon at its Hopewell,
VA, plant, the Commission requested comments regarding the institution of a
second section 751(b) review investigation.
On the basis of the request for review and all comments filed concerning
the request, the Commission voted to institute investigation No. 751-TA--7 on
January 25, 1983. On May 24, 1983, the Commission determined ?:./ that an
industry in the United States would be materially injured, by reason of
imports of salmon gill fish netting of manmade fibers from Japan covered by
antidumping order T.D. 72-158, if the order were to be modified or revoked ..~/
The Commission's determination was supported by the finding that there were
two producers of the subject merchandise: Harbor Net and Twine, Inc., of
Hoquiam, WA, and Nichimo Northwest, Inc., of Everson, WA. The Commission
determined that Nichimo Northwest, which began production in February 1982,
was in direct competition with the Japanese producers and exporters of salmon
gill fish netting. The Commission concluded that it was necessary to keep the
antidumping order in place in order for Nichimo Northwest to continue its
progress toward becoming a profitable U.S. producer of salmon gill fish
netting.
Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
On June 9, 1972, a dumping finding on all types of fish netting of
manmade fibers from Japan (T.D. 72-158) was published in the Federal Register
{37 F.R. 11560). Treasury's investigation concerning LTFV sales covered a
sample of sales of fish nets and fish hetting of manmade fibers to customers
in the United States by four Japanese firms. Sales by those firms represented
55 percent of the dutiable value of all sales to the United States of Japanese
fish nets and netting of manmade fibers during the period from October 1,
1969, through September 30, 1970. Treasury determined that two firms-····Momoi
Fishing Net Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and Amikan Fishing Net Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd .--···were selling fish nets and netting at LTFV. Margins for these firms
were 7.9 and 5.1 percent, respectively .

.!/ Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers From Japan:

Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No. 751-TA-5, . . . , USITC Publication 1234,
March 1982.
£/ Commissioner Stern dissenting.
11 Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers From Japan: Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No. 751-TA-7, . . . , USITC Publication 1387,
June 1983.
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Subsequent to the issuance of the dumping order, Treasury 're leased
appraisement orders (master lists) to U.S. Customs Service districts to permit
the liquidation of entries and the collection of any dumping duties required
for both Momoi and Amikan, as well as entries from other firms. It is normal
customs' procedure to liquidate import entries by firms for which appraisement
orders are in effect·af'ter all applicable duties have been collected.
On January 2, 1980, the authority for administering the antidumping law
was transferred from Treasury to the Department of Commerce.· On March 28,
1980 (45 F.R. 20511), Commerce published a.notice of its intent to conduct
annual administrative reviews of all outstanding antidumping findings. On
September 22, 1983,. Commerce published notice in the Federal _Regist~r: (48 F.R.
43210) of the final results of the first administrative review of the
antidumping finding of fish netting of manmade fibers from Japan . .!/ c·ommerce
reviewed 74 manufacturers, exporters, and third-country resellers of Japanese
fish netting of manmade fibers to the United States for various time periods
through May 31, 1980. The margins'ranged from de minimis tci 18.30 percent.
On April 30, 1984, Commerce published notice in the ,Feder~_! Regist~r
(49 F.R. 18339) of the final results of the second administrative review of
the antidumping finding of fish netting of manmade fibers from Japan. ~/
Commerce reviewed 69 manufacturers, exporters, and third-·country resellers of
Japanese fish netting of manmade fibers to ~he United ~tates in two
consecutive time periods, June 1, 1980, through May 31, 1982. Com~erc~ ·
examined 100 percent of the sales of the subject merchandise from Japan during
this period. The margins ranged from 0 percent to 18.30 percent. For ~ntries
from a new exporter not covered by this administrative review, whose shipments
occurred after May 31, 1982, and who was unrelated to any co~ered firm,· a ca~h
deposit of 4.35 percent has been required. The final margins issued in the
second administrative review are in effect at this time. ~./
After Commerce publishes the final margins in a review investigation,
Commerce must issue appraisement orders to the Customs Service before entries
covered in the review investigation can be liquidated. Appraisement orders
instruct Customs officials to calculate and collect duties for each firm's
transactions during the review period. Customs officials· have 90 days to
liquidate the entries for which Commerce has issued apprai sement orders. As
of November 10, 1986, Commerce had not issued appraisement orders for
approximately ·Jut-M· of U.S.· imports for consumption of fish netting of manmade
fibers from Japan for the period of June 1, 1980, through May 31, 1982, the
period covered in Commerce's last completed administrative review.
In 1980, Commerce rules required that administrative reviews be conducted
annually for all outstanding antidumping findings; however, in 1985 Commerce

!/ A copy of Commerce's notice is presented in app. 8.
~/

Ibid.
On May 8, 1984, Commerce published notice in the Federal Register (49 F.R ..
19559) of a tentative determination to revoke in part the antidumping finding
for Inagaki Fishing Net Mfg. Co., Ltd./Nichimen Co., Ltd; Osada Fishing Net
Co., Ltd ./Nichimen Co., Ltd; and Mi ye Seimo Co., Ltd. *it-If
Commerce
concluded that sales by these firm~ were made at not less than fair value .for
a 2-year period. A final determination on the revocation of the order with
respect to these three firms has not yet been published.
~/
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changed its rules for conducting administrative reviews. !/ The new rules
state that each year during the anniversary month of the publication of an
antidumping findingj an interested party may request that Commerce conduct an
administrative review of- specified transactions of the subject merchandise.
Commerce no longer automatically conducts administrative review investigations
of all imports of covered merchandise.
For the period June l, .1982, through May 31, 1985, Commerce instituted
administrative review investigations only for those transactions of Japanese
manufacturers, exporters,. and third-country resellers of covered merchandise
stated in requests from interested parties. Commerce has initiated 3 such
review investigations concerning transactions made by 23 firms. To date, no
preliminary or final results of these administrative reviews have been
published. 2/
On June 10, 1986 (51 F.R. 21011), Commerce published an opportunity
,notJce for interested parties to request an administrative review
investi9~tion of the iiU")tidumping order on fish netting from Japan during the
period June 1, 1985, ~hrough May 31, 1986. On July 17, 1986 (51 F.R. 25923),
Commerce published a no~ice of .initiation of an administrative review of the
tr.ansaction.s of 14 Japanese· manufacturers, exporters, and third-country
r~sellers of fish netting to the United States.
Commerce intends to issue the
final results of this review no later than July 31, 1987.
The Product
Description and uses
The .subject of this investigation is salmon gill fish netting of manmade
fibers, imported from Japan. 11 Imports from Japan of salmon gill fish
netting of manmade fibers, as reported in responses to Commission
~uestionnai~e$, ~ccounted for approximately 48 percent of the quantity of 1985
i~ports of. fish ~etting from Japan that were covered by the outstanding
dumping order (T. o,. 72-158). 1/
'

'

Fish netting and fishing nets represent different stages of construction
of the same product .. Netting is an intermediate stage; nets are normally an
end product. Manmade fiber filaments are extruded and then twisted and
drawn. This product is further twisted or combined to form a yarn or cord.

11

19 CFR Pt. 353. · On Aug. 13, 1986, Commerce published notice in the Federal
Register of proposed revisions to regulations implementing this rule and
requested public comments (51 F.R. 29046).
~/ Feb. 12, 1986 (51 F.R. 5219); Mar. 14, 1986 (51 F.R. 8862); and
July 9, 1986 (51 F.R. 24883). Commerce intends to issue final results of
these reviews not later than Feb. 28, 1987, Mar. 31, 1987, and July 31, 1987,
, respectively.
!/ For information on the definition of the subject merchandise, see section
entitled.''U.S. tariff treatment.''.
ii Provided for under TSUS (Annotated) items 355.4520 and 355.4530.
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The netting is constructed by knitting or knotting the yarn or cord together
by machine to form piece goods of uniform mesh sizes. The netting is then
dyed to a specified color or shade and may also be coated with resin to
increase its durability. 11
Netting mesh sizes, dimensions, and characteristics vary depending on the
type of fishing net to be produced and the species of fish desired to be
caught. Most of the nets used are entrapment types (i.e., seine, trawl, etc.)
as opposed to gill nets. Gill nets ~re design~d to catch fish by havin~ the
mesh size just large enough to admit the head of the fish. When the fish
swims into the opening, its head or body is wedged into the mesh as· it
attempts to swim forward. The mesh of the net tightens or twines around the
body of the fish. In some cases the mesh actually slips under and in back of
the gills, trapping the fish.
·
Monofilament or single-strand gill netting has one of the simplest
constructions. Straight (untwisted) monofilament is constructed from a yarn
or cord that consists of single strands of monofilament. Although not as
strong as other types of netting, it is highly transparent. Japan and other
foreign countries use this type of netting for salmon gill fishing nets.
During 1955-85, straight monofilament was illegal for use in Washington except
·by native American tribal entities, because it is too efficient in catching
salmon. In July 1985, the Revised Code of Washington allowed the use of
monofilament in the Puget Sound region of Washington. Straight monofilament
remains illegal in the Columbia River area of Washington, where a joint
agreement is required by the governments of Washington and Oregon. ?-_/ Twisted
monofilament netting is constructed from a yarn or cord that consists of two
or more monofilament strands that are twisted together in the same direction.
This netting is traditionally used in the Puget Sound area of Washington.
Prior to 1981, multifilament netting was the most common type used·in the
United States, especially in the Alaskan fisheries. Multifilament netting is
constructed from a yarn or cord that usually consists of strands of numerous
multifilaments that are twisted together. Crystal netting is a type of
multifilament netting constructed from a yarn or cord that usually consists of
six or seven mu 1ti filament strands that are lightly twisted together. Each
strand usually consists of a dozen or more filaments that are twisted together
in the same direction. Cable-laid netting is another type of multifilament
netting constructed from a yarn or cord that consists of three or four
multifilament strands that are twisted together in one direction. The strands
are twisted together in the opposite direction of the multifilaments in the
strands. The filaments used in cable-laid netting are not the same as those
used in crystal multifilament or multimonofilament netting because they are
generally thinner and more numerous. Although cable-laid netting is produced
in Japan, importers/distributors stated that very little has been imported
since 1977. ]f

11 For further information see section entitled ''U.S. Producers of Salmon Gill
Fish Netting-Current U.S. Producer."
Staff conversation with ***, Patrol Division, Department of Fisheries,
Olympia, WA, Oct. 9, 1986.
11 Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers From Japan: Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No. 751-TA-7, . . . , USITC Publication 1387,
June 1983.

~/
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In 1981, a new version of netting was introduced .. in the Alaskan
fisheries, and importers/distributors have indicated that purchasers in Alaska
. have expressed an {ncreasingly strong prefer~nc~ for this product. The new
product is typically referred to as "multimono." 1/ Multim~nof.ilaf!lerit is
constructed from a yarn or cord that consists of:a varying number of
multifilaments and a varying number of monofilaments. These filaments are
twisted together into .various combinations to produce a yarn or cord with a
minimum total fila~ent ~ount of 36 filaments, multifilaments and ~onofilaments
combined, so as to comply with Alaska Fisheries Department Regulations. The
number and/or thickness of the monofila~ents are determined b~ the species of
salmon being targeted. The number of multifilaments are determined by the
number of monofilaments used in constructing the yarn or cord. The optimum
preference is to use a netting with maximum transparency and strength.
As with the type of netting, the preferred method of salmon fishing used
will depend on ·such factors as ground rights, season, location, license, and
species of salmon to be caught. There are -two methods of using salmon gill
nets--the set method and the drift method. When used in the.set method, the
gill net is usually staked or anchored in place near the shore or beach and
rigged with floats and sinkers to form a type of fence or barrier. In the
drift method, the netting is rigged with floats and sinkers and placed in the
water from a boat across the path of salmon to intercept them. The majority
of commercial salmC?n gill net fishermen use the. dri,f't method; the set method
is popular. with nativ_e (Indi~n) fi.shermen_ ..
. Fishermen consider s·tre~gth, flexibility, and. transparency
character~stics when selecting gill nett{ng. A yarn .. or _cord with less tµiist
and fewer filaments usually lends itself to greater t~~nsparency, in addition
to bein~ more flexible.: Many salmon gill net fishermen view their nets as
precise tools, so quality ·is of. upmost importance when: they select their
netting. The major factors that are considered when judging the quality of a
salmon gill fishing net are {1) mesh sizes that ~re uniform, (2) yarns or
cords that form loosely hanging mesh, {3) knots: tha:t are tight and do not slip
when stretched, and (4) dyeing that provides. the correct shade of color with
no fading. When knot slippage occurs, .the meshes .lose their shape and will
reveal white areas near the knots where the dye did not penetrate. The net
then becomes more visible in the wat_er_, possibly, cat.Jsing the fish to swim,
around it.
Some salmon gill net :fishermen are so particular tl:iat ·they prefer the
shackles or sections of their nets be of different shades or colors since the
angle of sunlight will reflect differently off the water and nets. Many
fishermen believe that one shade is superior or more desirable in the morning
for catching fish, and another shade or color is superior or more· desirable in
the afternoon or evening.
The fishing industry is highly regulated and closely monitored by State
governments. The total amount of salmon that can be harvested in any one area
is determined by State government officials. The harvesting capacity of U.S.
salmon fishermen far exceeds the allowable harvests; hence, an increase in
salmon stock predictions may not directly increase the demand for salmon gill

11 May be referred to as one of the following:
mono-crystal, monomulti, etc.

monotwist centercore,
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fish netting. 11 The legal minimum mesh size and length of netting is also
regulated on the basis of the location and time period. Some fishermen will
order their netting with a: mesh 1/8 to 1/4 inch under the 'legal mesh size.
When the mesh becomes wet, it will stretch to the legal minimum size: Some
f lshermen claim that their catch can increase as much as 25 percent by ~sing a
net with a mesh size 1/4 inch smaller than the legal miniri1um size.· The most
common mesh size (not necessarily the minimum allowable mesh size) for
specific species of salmon caught in the Bristol Bay· area of Alaska, one of
the most productive salmon fishing grounds, and the Puget Sound area of
Washington are shown in the following tabulation (mesh sizes in inches): '!:_/
Species of salmon

Bristol Bay, AK.

King (Chinook)
Red (Sockeye)
Pink (Humpie)
Silver (Coho)
Dog (Chum)

8-1/4
5-3/16
4-1/2

7-1/2
·5, 5·-1/B ·
5, 5-1/8

6
6

'6-1/4

Puget SOU!'..\£1_,___QE

6

The 1986 Bristol Bay salmon fishing season be~an on May i .and ended on
September 1, with numerous, unpredictable openings ~nd closings: the Alaskan
government controlled these emergency openings and closings, and based its
determinations on the number of salmon coming through a particular· fishing·
district or area. Because of the relatively short fishing season, the
fisherman's objective is to catch the largest number and largest size species
of fish in the shortest period of time. A salmon fisherman in the:·Bristof Bay
area wi 11 often catch three-fourths of· his total catch in a 2-week pericid.
Not only is the fisherman limited in the allowable time to fish, b~t als~ in
the total size of his net. In the Bristol Bay area, sal~on gill n~ts are .not
allowed to exceed, in length, 150 fathoms {900 ·feet) for drift nets and 50
fathoms (300 feet) for set nets, or more than 29 meshes in depth for both ·
drift and set nets. Not more 'than two set nets are allowed per person, and
the total length cannot exceed 50 fathoms. In the Puget Sound area of
Washington, salmon gill fish nets are not to exceed 300 fathoms (1,800 feet)
in length or 120 to 200 meshes in depth.
ACTM alleged in their prehearing brief that salmori g"i 11 fish netting as
defined in the Commission's questionnaires is currently being used to caich
the following species in addition to salmon: thresher shark, sword, halibut,
rock cod, bass, tuna, trout, and redfish (where legal). ~/ Staff· contacted
Federal and State government officials responsible fo·r regulating U.S.
commercial fisheries to determine whether the subject merchandise is.currently
being used to catch species other than salmon. *** National Marine

11 Staff conversation with***, National Marine Fisheries, AK, July 17, 1986.
?:./ Staff conversation with ***·.
ll Prehearing brief on behalf of ACTM, Oct. 27, 1986, p. 5.
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Fisheries, Washington, DC, reported that State governments regulate the catch
of fish-in inland waters and waters up to 3 miles off the U.S. shore, -arrd-ttfo
Federal Gove~nment regulates ·the catch of fish in waters. between 3 and 200
miles off the U.S. shore. *** reported the following: halibut are regulated
by the International Pacific Halibut Fisheries Commission and cannot legally
be fished with a gill net; tuna are caught with purse seine nets; and trout
are closely regulated by the States and caught with gill nets less than 5-inch
stretch,mesh size. !/ ·
*** Alaska Entry Commission, reported that when fishing for salmon with
an Alaskan gill net permit, Alaskan regulation 20AAC 05.120 allows an
incidental catch of other species. weighing no more than 20 percent of the
total catch landed. This regulation is enforced in each of Alaska's 26
commercial salmon fisheries. Salmon is never allowed to be part of an
incidental catch-if a fisherman is not holding a salmon permit, he must throw
the salmon back into the water. *** is not aware of any swordfish, bass or
redfish landings in Alaska, and reported that rock cod can only be caught with
a long line or trawl net. it** added that tuna are caught offshore in
federally regulated waters. 2/ *** Alaska Commercial Fisheries Division,
reported that in Alaska's waters there are no thresher shark, swordfish, tuna,
stripe bass, or redfish commercial. fisheries; the Halibut Commission only
allows the· use of long line gear; gill nets are not feasible for catching rock
cod becau~:e of the species'-. loca-tion in open waters that are affected by the
strong tides; and the tro.ut catch is mini.mal and in freshwater where a
fisherman c_ould use a small gq 1 net with a 2- to 3-inch stretch mesh size. 'j/
*** Fisheries Patrol Division, Washington State Department of Fisheries,
reported the following Washington regulations (these regulations are generally
applicable in Oregon as well): it is illegal to fish for halibut with a gill
net; thresher shark are very large and salmon gill nets are not strong enough
to catch ·this species; there is no commercial fishing for tuna in Washington
waters; redfish _and swordfish are only caught in California; and rock cod, sea
bass, and white bass.are bottom fish, which are not caught efficiently with
gill net~. ~/.***of the Washington Department of Fish and Game, reported
that only Am~rican Indians can commercially harvest steelhead trout; and that
in sport~ fishing for trout, no gill nets are allowed. §/
U.S. iariff treat~ent
Imports of salmon gill fish netting are provided for in TSUS item 355.45
and reported for statistical purposes in TSUSA items 355.4520 and 355.4530.
The current most-favored-nation (column 1) rate of duty, which applies to
imports from Japan, is 9 cents per pound plus 22.8 percent ad valorem. The
!/Staff conversation with*** National Marine.Fisheries, Washington, DC,
Nov. 7, _1986..
~/ Staff conversation with*** Alaska Entry Commission, Nov. 10, 1986.
11 Staff conversation with *** Alaska Commercial Fisheries Division,
Nov . 14 , 19 86 .
!/ Staff conversation with *** Fisheries Patrol Division, Washington State
Department of Fisheries, Nov. 10, 1986.
~/ Staff conversation with *** Washington Dept. of Fish and Game,
Nov. 14, 1986.
·
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column 2 rate of duty is 82 .Percent ad valorem. Such imports are not eligible
for benefits of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). 1/ The staged
reductions in the col. 1 rate of duty under the Tokyo Round of Multilateral
Trade Negotiations (MTN) ar~ shown in the following tabulation:

Year
1983 .......................
1984 .......................
1985 .......................
1986 .......................
1987 .......................
1988 .......................
1989 .......................

Rates of duty effective'with respect to
articles entered on or after Jan. 1
. 18¢/lb + ·28.6% ad val.
. 15¢/lb + 26.7% ad val.
. 12¢/lb + 24.8% ad val.
. 9¢/lb + 22.8% ad val.
. 6¢/lb + 20.9% ad val.
. 3¢/lb + 18.9% ad val.
.
17 .0% ad val.

TSUS item 355.45 was annotated for statistical purposes effective
January l, 1981. The annotation separated salmon gill netting of nylon (item
355.4520) from other fish netting and fishing nets of manmade fibers. The
term ''salmon gill netting, of nylon" as used in item 355.4520 is· defined in
TSUS part 4C, statistical headnote 1 as 'netting of nylon multifilament,
twisted single plied, with double- or triple-knot construction; nylon
monofilament, twisted multi-plied or multi-stranded, with double- or
triple-knot construction; ail the foregoing not less than 5-1/4 inch stretch
mesh size. 1
Not all salmon gill fish netting currently meets the above definition for
purposes of reporting under TSUSA item 355.4520. U.S. customs officials
responsible for the classification of the subject merchandise stated that they
do not make a distinction among monofiiament, multifiiament, or
multimonofilament netting for statistical purposes, when reviewing the
reporting of this merchandise. ZI In deciding whether an article identified
on the import documents as salmon gill fish netting is properly reported, the
most critical factor that U.S. customs officials consider is the minimum
5-1/4--inch stretch mesh size specified in statistical headnote 1.
Accordingly, imports of muitimono salmon gi11 fish netting entering the United
States are considered correctly reported under TSUSA item 355.4520 if so
identified on the import documents. 11

11 The GSP, enacted as title V of the Trade Act of 1974, provides duty-free
entry to specified eligible articles imported directly from designated
beneficiary developing countries. The GSP, implemented in Executive Order No.
11888 of Nov. 24, 1975, applies to merchandise imported on or after Jan. 1,
1976, and before the close of July 4, 1993.
~/ Although the U.S. Customs Service in Alaska receives imported merchandise,
there is no commercial division in Anchorage to review the 7501 entry
documents and invoices submitted by U.S. brokers for classification. Alaska
customs officials forward the documents to the U.S. Customs Service in
Portland, OR, where the paperwork is processed. Customs officials in Portland
do not see samples of merchandise that enters Alaska.
!I Staff conversation with ***, U.S. Customs Service, Seattle, WA, Aug. 22,
1986; *** U.S. Customs Service, Portland, OR, Aug. 22, 1986; and *** U.S.
Customs Service, Port:J.>arn:I>, OR·, Atl<3. Z:S, 1986.
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According to headnote 1, salmon gill. fish netting under 5-1/4-inch
stretch mesh size should be.reported.under TSUSA item 355.4530. Salmon gill
fish netting of manmade fibers -other than nylon should also be reported under
TSUSA item 355.4530; how~ver, questionnaire ~espondents and industry officials
have stated that no known manmade fiber other· than nylon is currently used to
construct the subject merchandise. Accordingly, import data for ·salmon gill
fish netting of nylon, as defined in headnote 1 and provided for under TSUSA
item 355.4520, does not account for-all of the imports of the subject
merchandise in the United States. !/
In an effort to ·describe only that netting that would be used in U.S.
commercial salmon fishing, the Commission staff has developed the following
definition of salmon gill fish netting: fish netting; of continuous polyamide
fibers (including nylon)~ consisting of monofilament yarns measuring not more
than 0.806 millimeter in ma~imum cross-sectional dimension or multifilament
yarns or cordage measuring not more than 210 den.ier, or a combination of the
foregoing yarns or cordage, of double-· or triple--knot construction, dyed or
otherwise colored (except white), having a ··stretch mesh size of not less
than 4-1/8 inches and not more than 8-1/2 inches, provided for in TSUS
item 355.45. ~/
·
The duty on fish netting and fishing' nets purchased in foreign ports by
U.S.· fishing vessels during a specified period of depa'rture from the United
States is 50 percent ad· vaforem ·(19 U.S.C. 1466). Such purchases are also
covered by U.S. Customs Service regulations in the Code of Federal Regula_tions
(19 ·CFR 4.14 and 4.15). ·On ~eeting one of three statutory criteria, the owner
·or master of the vessel may nbtain a remtssion of the duties paid when the
purchases were made in a spedfied period (19 U.S.C. 1466(d)). Section 4.14
of Customs regulations provides specific standards for the duty refunds,
requiring proof that the transaction met the legal qualifications of replacing
such equipment 11 damaged at sea.
U.S. ·Producers of SalmonGill Fish Netting
Previous U.S. producers
·Since the early 1960's; s~lmon gill fish netting has been prtiduced by
five known u'.·s. firnis: First Washington Net Factory Blue Mountain
Industr.ies, Nichimo Northwest Inc., Nylon Net & Twine Co., and. Harbor Net and
I

!/In the Commission's importer, producer, and· potential producer
questionnaires, salmon gill fish netting of manmade fibers was defined as:
Netting of ·inanmade·fiber filaments of nylon or other inanmade fibers, with
double or triple knot construction, with not less than 4-1/8-inch stretch mesh
size.· DE!signed to catch salmon by having the mesh size just large enough to
admit the head of the fish. Mesh sizes are determined by the species of
salmon· being targeted. If imported,· this netting is provided for in items
355.4520 and 355.4530 of the TSUSA.
~/ Memorandum of Dec. 3, 1986, from the Director, Office of Tariff Affairs and
Trade Agreements to the Director, Offfre of 'Investigations.
1/ "Fish nets and netting are considered vessel .equipment and not vessel
supplies, 11 19 CFR 4.15 (Fn. · 28) (1982). Thus, ·such purchases in a foreign
port are subject to duty under sec. 466 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1466).
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Twine. First Washington Net Factory, .Blaine, WA, produced the subject
merchandise from -1960 to 1977 .. Blue Mountain Industries, Blue Mountain, AL,
also produced salmon gill fish netting, with the largest production of
multifilament netting recorded in the early to mid-1960's. Blue Mountain's
production of the subject merchandise declined .sharply until it ceased
completely in 1972.
On April 30, 1981, Nichimo Northwest Inc., was inc9rporated in the State
of Washington. The firm was a -K·-M-lf in which ·~ controlled -K··>t* percent of the
stock and -M** control led -M-ll-lt percent. it->Hl·: Nichimo Northwest Inc., located
in Everson, WA, started its manufacturing operat·ions in February 1982, and
ceased all production in November 1984. The firm was dissolved on October 17,
1985. At this time, the Eversoni WA, plant and.all the equipment remain
idle. Counsel for Nichimo Trading (U.S.A.) Inc., a U.S. importer of the
subject merchandise which is a subsidiary of .Nichimo Co., Ltd., Japan, told
staff that lt·ll·>t. !/ Mr. Hayakawa, president of Nichimo Trading {U,S.A.) Inc.,
reported that Nichimo Northwest Inc., ceased. production because of patent
infringement and sales problems. '£/
During investigations Nos. 751-TA-5 and 751-TA~7. Nylon Net and Twine
Co., Memphis, TN, a large domestic manufacturer of other types of fish
netting, stated that it had both the intent and .the .capability to produce
crystal multifilament salmon gill fish netting. On 'f.iay 9, 1985, Nylon Net
filed a voluntary peti~ion under Chapt~r 11 with ~he ~nited States Bankrupf~y
Court. ***stated that although the firm is currently-pro~ucing ~ultifilament
netting for fish other than salmon, -M·**. He added that. Nylon Net is only
interested in producing products which are established and profitable and that
salmon gill fish netting is not such a product. 'l_/
. ·;
.•I

Current U.S.

produce~

The manufacturing processes used in producing salmon gill fish netting
consist of knotting or knitting yarn/cordage into uniform mesh sizes,
stretching the resulting netting or webbing, setting the knots by a heat
treatment, and dyeing the finished product.
Harbor Net and Twine Inc., Hoquiam, WA, a small family owned and operated
establishment, is the only known current U.S. producer of the subject
merchandise. Mrs. Grace Savola, Harbor's president, has stated that her
production faci 1 i ties and store are currently offer~d for sale. !1/ ·It-it-If
Harbor has the capacity to manufacture *·**. §./
Harbor purchases nylon yarn for the cable-la~d netting from. -M~-lf and .the
yarn for the crystal netting from*'** along with certain dyes and chemicals
required to produce salmon gill fish netting. To obtain the desired number of

!/ Staff conversation with Mr. Rayton, counsel for Nichimo Trading, U.S.A.
Ltd., Aug. 28, 1986.
Jj
~/

·~

Conversation with *'** Nylon Net, July 10, 1986.
11 Staff conversation with -M*-lf Harbor Net and Twine Co., Inc., Oct. 2, 1986.
§./ Staff conversation with*'** Harbor Net and Twine, Nov. 7, 1986.
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plies and denier, yarns are blended together and then wound on cardboard
spools. The spools are placed on the knitting or knotting machine that
produces the netting. The number of lpools placed on the machine will provide
a netting ·of equal number of meshes. ·M·**. ·JI
Once a netting machine begins to operate, it will continue to produce
netting until ·the yarn breaks or is depleted, or the machine is turned off.·
The netting is gathered into a large container as it comes off the netting
machine. The netting is spread out and loose. yarns are pulled and removed to
form the selvage or side edges of the netting: The netting is then inspected
for flaws or imperfections. The next major manufacturing step is placing the
netting on a depth stretching machine. *K-M-. Each mesh on both ends of the
netting is placed over individual hooks. The stretching machine pulls the·
netting evenly.in on~ direction to tighten the knots. How much ~ressure and
how long it will be applied will depend on the size of the netting's yarn.
The stretching machine can tighten knots of all types of netting. After the
stretching process is completed, the netting is dipped into a large vat of
water solution that has been heated to a temperature of*** degrees F. The
water solution contains the chemical ·M·-M·>f, which assists the heat to set the
knot and shrink the yarn. Dye in the water solution tints the netting to the
desired color. The netting is then removed from the vat, dried, and placed
into a container for shipment.
Various models of machinery can be used to manufacture salmon gill fish
netting. Some machines are faster.and can accommodate more spools***·
However, all machinery must be able to make at least a double-knot constructed
netting. To produce salmon gill fish netting of double-knot construction, the
netting machine must be capable of rotating each yarn twice when forming the
knot for each mesh. The larger the mesh size of the netting prqduced, the
slower the machine produces each knot. ***
When manufacturing multimono
salmon gill fish netting, the yarn must be dyed prior to being placed 6n the
netting machine; whereas, in producing other types of salm~n gill netting~ the
netting is dyed last. The netting would then be removed and packaged for
shipping.
Most orders for imported salmon gill fish netting are placed up to 6
months in advance of the particular fishing season. Orders not placed in
advanc·e tend to have longer delivery times and often· are delayed as Japanese
suppliers react to demand in their home market. About*~ percent of Harbor's
customers order netting in advance of the fishing season, and *** percent are
customers who place orders irregularly, often after a season has begun . .
Approximately*** percent of Harbor's product mix is crystal netting. ll The
remaining *. ~ percent of Harbor's production is cable-laid netting destined
for river fishing in Alaska, where flexibility and transparency of the netting
are relatively unimportant quality features, because of the fast currents and
murkiness of the water. ~/
.!/Staff conversation with*'** Harbor Net and Twine, Nov. 7, 1986.

***·

'!:_/
~/ *"~.
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Potential U.S. producers !/
The Commission sent a potential producer questionnaire to 20 firms
including the following: all known previous U.S. producers of salmon gill
fish netting, firms suggested by counsel for ACTM, and other firms that were
involved in investigations Nos. 751-TA-5 and 751-TA-7. The 12-page potential
producer questionnaire requested the respondent to provide data concerning the
firm's previous, current, and future plans to produce salmon gill fish
netting. Detailed correspondence and other forms of documentation were
requested concerning the source of nylon or other yarn that had been, is, or
will be used in the production of salmon gill fish netting; the past, present,
and future sales and pricing of the subject merchandise; equipment purchases,
capital investment, marketing plans, and cost studies made in preparation for
future production; the conditions under which the respondent would consider
starting production; and other relevant issues.
Two manufacturers of other types of netting responded to the Commission's
potential producer questionnaire in this investigation. West Coast Netting
Inc., Rancho Cucamonga, CA, reported*·**. Mr. Kirkland, president of West
Coast, stated that the firm***; however, ***· West Coast reported current
production of multifilament, single- and double-knot gill nets for tuna and
sea bass. ~/
11

***·

Mr. Kirkland told staff

~**.

***·

Mr. Kirkland stated **'ll·.
the following: West Coast's ***

***

~/

Staff requested documentation regarding

During the hearing, Mr. Kirkland alleged that "We also have a
manufacturer up in the northeast part of the country, Brownell. Rest assured
they have plenty of capacity. They have weft stretching, steam setting." ~/
·M >t* •
00

§/

')(·)Of •

ZI

Blue Mountain Industries, Inc., a former U.S. producer of the subject
merchandise in Blue Mountain, AL, reported current production of ·11->t*. Blue

!/ Questionnaire responses of those U.S. firms interested in the production of
the subject merchandise are presented in app. D.

£/ Transcript of the public hearing, p. 96.
!/ Staff conversation with ***·
~/
~/

§/
Z/

Staff conversation with ***·
Transcript of the public hearing, p. 97.
·M-M* •

***'.
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Mountain submitted a potential producer questionnaire ->Bt->f and staff requested
that t~e firm provide documentation to verify the information reported in the
questionnaire. Staff. requested that Blue Mountain provide documentation and
examples of the test runs. and cost surveys o.f· netting *M-*; details of the
costs of changing machine gears and dies for production of salmon gill fish
netting; negotiations with potential suppliers of yarn for *"K-M-; *"M-*, and the
specific construction of the types of salmon gill fish netting Blue Mountain
plans to produce. lt** Blue Mountain would purchase its nylon yarn for
production of the subject merchandise from ·M·Mif, ·lt-)(if informed the Commission's
staff that ->t-M·* regarding production of this yarn. !/
During investigation No. 751-TA-7; Blue Mountain Industries also
indicated an intention to enter into the production of salmon gill fish
netting. Mr .. Rober~ Batey, vice president, testified that if the dumping
order was not modified or revoked his firm would be able to become a viable
producer of salmon gill fish netting. Blue Mountain reported having machinery
to twist yarn and knitting machines to transform the yarn into netting.
Mr. Batey concluded that his firm would ''not go forward (in committing
resources to the salmon gill netting project) as long as the future of the
dumping order is 50 very much in question.'' 'J/ Mr. Donald Whitlow, president
of Blue Mountain, set the following three conditions for his firm's entry into
salmon gill production: (1) the continuatio~ and active enforcement of the
antidumping order; (2).no acceleration of the staged duty reductions; and (3)
a continuation of the MFA provisions affecting fish netting. ~/ · Blue Mountain
did not commence productio~ of the subject merchandise after th~ Commis~ion's
decision in investigation No. 751-TA--7 not to modify or revoke the antidumping
order. In a November 14, 1986, posthearing submission on behalf of Blue
Mountain, ·Jt-·)Bf
ACTM alleged in their posthearing bri~f that, "American manufacturers,
such as Zapata-Henie and Nor'east Trawl, have tested various elements of
DuPont's Kevla.r netting construction for a full-··range of fish netting with
positive resufts." 1/ it-lt·>f ~/ ·M-ltif §./ Zl
U.S. Importers
Salmon gill fish netting is pril'.lcipally imported by firms located in
Oregon and Washington. In 1985, firms responding to the Commission's

.!/

lt-it··)(-

?:_/Transcript of the hearing in investigation No. 751-TA--7, pp. 125 and 126.
Salmon Gill Fish Netting of-Manmade Fibers From Japan: Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No. 751-TA-7,
. . , USITC Publication 1387,
June 1983.
Y Posthearing brief on behalf of ACTM, Nov. 6, 1986, p. 4.
~/ Staff conversation with ·lt·-M-lf
Y Staff conversation with -It*·)(·
?./ Counsel for petitioners allege that -M-M-M- Posthearing submissions of Nov.
14 and Nov. 20, 1986.
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questionnaire accounted for approximately 82 percent of U.S imports of the
subject merchandise under TSUSA item 355.4520, and 25 percent of imports under
TSUSA item 355.4530, a basket item. The share of reported U.S. imports of
salmon gill fish netting from Japan in 1985, by firms, is shown in the
following tabulation (in percent):

*

*

*

*

*

*

The typical importer is actually a fishing supply house, providing not
only netting but almost any product fishermen would need for their fishing
operations. These firms purchase various types of netting from both foreign
and domestic sources and distribute the product to the fishermen~
The Foreign Industry

11

Japan, Korea, and Taiwan are the world 1 s principal p_roducers of all _types
of fish netting and fishing nets. Japan is the leadin~ world producer of fish
netting and fishing nets, and maintains a network of domestic and foreign
factories and warehouses located in most market areas of the world. ·The
Japanese fish netting and fishing net manufacturers are usually affiliated
with Japanese petrochemical producers, which are their source of manmade
fibers. The Japanese producers are usually able to obtain the amount and type
of fibers and yarn needed with less difficulty than most U.S. producers
because of Japan's larger market for fish netting. 2/
The Japan Textile Products Exporters' Association (JTPEA) reported that
salmon gill fish netting is only constructed of nylon and estimated. total
annual production to be between 4,410,000 and 6,615,000 pounds. YTPEA
estimates that 10 of the 20 producers in Japan account for more than 80
percent of total salmon gill fish netting production. 3/ MIT! reported the
following Japanese shipments, domestic and exports, of-all fish netting,
by types of fiber (in thousands of pounds):
Fiber
-·

1983

1984

1985

Nylon .................
Other manmade fibers ..
Cotton ................
Total .............

41,086
39,236
35
80, 357

38,440
40,645
57
79,142

38,815
40,248
3'1
79,093

· Jan.-June 1986
21, 726
18,650
7
40,382

!/The source of information is the Department of State telegram, Nov. 21,
1986, except where noted.
~/ Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers From Japan:
Determination of
the Commission in Investigation No. 751-TA-7,
. . , USITC Publication 1387,
June 1983.
~/ Amikan Fishing Net Co., Ltd.; Hakodate Seimo Sengu Co., Ltd.; Hirata
Spinning Co., Ltd.; Inagaki Seimo Co., Ltd.; Momoi Fishing Net Mfg. Co., Ltd.;
Morishita Fish Net Mfg. Co., Ltd.; Nagaura Seimosho Co., Ltd.; Nichimo Co.,
Ltd.; Taito Seiko Co., Ltd.; and Toyama Fishing Net Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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JTPEA estimates that Japanese domestic demand for all fish netting,
including salmon gill, will decrease by 20 percent from 1985 to 1986, because
of a 200-nautical-mile fishing zone restriction. 1/ JTPEA alleges that "there
will be no changes in Japanese exports o~ salmon ~ill fi~h ~etting t~ the
United States during 1987-1988, whether or not the dumping order remains in
effect because dumping margins for Japan are zero." Japanese exports of
salmon gill fish netting are mostly to the United States, Canada, Norway, and
Denmark. Exports of the subject merchandise to these countries is not
available. Japanese Customs export statistics of all fish netting of manmade
fibers are reported in the following tabulation (in thousands of poun~s):
Country
United States
Canada
Norway
Denmark
All other countries
Total

1984

1~83

284 11
58
24
22
4!582
4,969

256 !/
73
122
27
51038
5,516

1985
1,197 !/
196
455
130
9,153
11, 131

Jan.-Sept. 1986
805
243
375
58
~272

7,752

!/ Official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce for imports of fish
netting of manmade fibers from Japan (TSUSA items 3~5.4520 and 355.4530)
reported 767,647 pounds in 1983; 748,137 pounds in 1984; and 948,885 pounds in
1985.
The U.S. Market
Chan~e!s

of distribution and marketing considerations

Distribution of salmon gill fish netting is usually made through marine
supply houses that furnish fishermen with nets, netting, boating equipment,
and other supplies used by the fishing industry. Although some of the large
importers have their own sales organizations, most nets are sold to supply
houses, which are typically located in the Northwest.
Marine supply houses sell directly to fishermen who custom order their
nets. Fishermen provide detailed specifications for the nets they purchase,
including mesh size, the type of twine (i.e., the twist of the nylon and the
configuration of the filaments), the precise coloring and shading of the net,
the twine strength and flexibility, and also the type of knots. Fishermen
consider these specifications vital for ~ successful fishing season and will
pay a premium for nets that meet their stringent standards. Marine supply
houses also make sales to fish canneries, which in turn contract with
fishermen for their catch and also provide them with nets.

11

In the Nov. 10, 1986, posthearing submission on behalf of Trans-Pacific
Trading, Mr. Barry Tyrer, president, Trans-Pacific Trading, stated that the
salmon gill fish netting sold in Japan is a monofilament, triple knot, or U
knot, used by the Japanese high seas salmon fleet. He added that the nets
sold in the United States cannot be compared with those sold in Japan.
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To obtain custom-ordered nets, fishermen endure long delivery times.
Fisherman operating in Alaskan waters typically order nets from September to
March to ensure delivery in May. Fishermen in the Northwest order nets from
January through May for delivery in July. Because of the long delivery time
for nets, the fisherman must have a net that performs up to his standards for
the entire salmon season. Quality therefore is of prime concern to the net
purchaser. Once a fisherman has had a profitable season with a particular
net, he is generally reluctant to alter his specifications during the next
season. The fisherman believes that an entire season's revenue may be lost if
a net does not perform to his quality standards. According to industry
sources, five Japanese brand name nets have set the industry standards for
durability and quality. *** !/
The marine supply houses are also reluctant to switch suppliers of.nets
because of their customers' quality demands. Although supply houses offer no
formal warranty on the nets they sell, prevailing local conditions may force
the supply houses to guarantee the nets they sell. Most marine supply houses
service limited geographic areas that are composed of small loosely organized
fishing fleets. If a supply house refuses to replace a net of low quality
that has been sold to a fleet member, the supply house risks losing the
business of the whole fleet. *** reported that he had experienced this
problem with a Taiwan net. The Taiwan-produced net was priced well below the
recognized Japanese net. Although the nets were sold without guarantees, a
number of fishermen demanded new nets when the Taiwan nets failed to meet
their standards. *** fearing a boycott from other fleet members, reluctantly
replaced the nets. Consequently, the marine supply houses are as hesitant as
the fishermen to experiment with new producers, regardless of price. Seven
questionnaires received by the Commission from marine supply houses cited a
reluctance to buy U.S.-produced netting unless quality standards equal to that
of the Japanese nets could first be established.
Market

develop111.~D~S

Demand in the U.S. market for salmon gill fish netting has been almost
entirely served by imports from Japan, Taiwan o:r Korea. Imports have been a
factor in the U.S. market since the 1950's. They became predominant in the
late 1960's and early 1970's. The salmon gill netting currently in use is the
result of an evolutionary process predating World War II. At that time,
salmon gill netting was constructed from cotton or flax that was tarred to
prevent rotting. The resulting product was a coarse, heavy item, far
different from the light, transparent netting employed today. After World War
II, nylon was introduced in many markets that had traditionally depended on
natural fibers. Fish netting was such a market.
U.S. producers introduced nylon gill netting in the mid-1950's. Japanese
producers also exported to the United States a cable-laid nylon gil) fish
netting product containing from 15 to 24 multifilament strands. In the mid1960's, the Japanese introduced a netting that used fewer multifilament
strands (six or seven) and therefore was much lighter and more transparent.
By the late 1960's and early 1970's, this product dominated the market. The

11 Staff conversation with ***, Sept.· 3, 1986.
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key to the new prqduct was obtaining the yar,n, which consisted of six or seven
multi filament strands. .Domestic producers contend they .. could not interest
U.S. fiber .. producers in making this type of m1,.1ltifilament yarn, since .it was
such a small volume item. Domestic producers were using ~ multifilament yarn
·which was produced for use as tire cord.· These same .producers attempted to
secure an adequate supply of .the multi filament yar~ from Japan but were unable
to do so. They contend t~at wh~n they .did receive shipm~nts. ~f such yarn from
Japan, the shipments .were late. Some .don:iestical ly produ.ced. cr.ystal
multi filament g{ll netti.ng was· avai iab~e in the. u. s. market in the early
1970 IS / but importers and fi,shermen contend that it was not .comparable in
quality with Japanese netting. By the late 1970's, domestic producers, with
the exception of Harbor Net and Twine, had abandoned production of salmon gill
netting" As stated previously, Nichimo Northwest, . Inc.,- produced. salmon gill
fish netting in Everson,. WA, during 198.27 84. The firm produced both salmon
and herring gill netting,_ ,usir,lg equip.ment a·nd raw materials impqrted from
Japan.
·
·
In 1981, Alaskan game and fish officials reworded their regulation on
minimum yarn
cord sizes allowed iii salmon gill fish netting. The
regulations had set limits in terms of ~:l.enier, a .qimensional factor that was
difficult to d~termine thr~ugh visual inspection. The new regulations
determined yarn or c~rd s~z~ by setting minimum limits on the number of
filaments used to form. the yarn or cord. A 1 imi t of 30 filaments was · .
,established. Japanese manufacturers responded ~o this change by introducing
"multimono" salmon gill.netting to Alaska. 1/ Because of the limited number
of very fin~ filaments ~~ed in this netting~ it closely resembles.monofilament
netting, which. is banned in. Alaska. Fi.sh and game officials unsuccessfully
attempted to have the legislature ban this product as well. However, salmon
fiihing is a heavily regula~ed industry ~here the need to employ fishermen
must be bal~nc~d against the.need ~o ensure the. s~~wning of a sufflcient
number of salmon to allow for plentiful suppli~s of fish in succeeding years.
The number of fishing days is regulated to ensure sufficient escapement. ll

or

U.S. consumption of. salmon gill fish netting is dependent on a number of
factors, including the number of days fishing is allowed, the number of
licenses (vessel and gear) issued, the number of salmon caught in a· season,
.and the financial condition of salmon gill net fishermen. Industry officials
stated that the useful life of a net depends on factors such as the amount of
ultraviolet exposure and the wear caused by hauling nets onto vessels with
heavy loads., The averag~ salmon gill fish net las.ts two fishing seasons. 1/

------..··-------,----· ..,----"'----·
---------------··-·-!/ The initial entry to the U.S. market was a patented product called
"centercore" produced by Momoi Net Manufacturing_Co. Other major Japanese
producers have either entered into licensing arrangements w~th Mom9i or
developed and patented comparable types of nettir:ig.
ll The 'percentage of a run of salmon allowed to proceed upstream to spawn.
11 Staff conversations with*** L.F.S.; >O'* Seattle Marine; and ·)(.M* Redden
Net, *><-><·
. !
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Apparent U.S. consumption of total salmon gill fish netting increased
from *M* pounds in 1983 to
pounds in 1984, or less than
percent, then
increased by M··M* percent to
pounds in 1985 (table 1). Apparent U.S.
consumption was *M* pounds during January-June 1986, representing a **K· percent
increase from that of ·>E-M-* pounds during January-June 1985. U.S. -produced
salmon gill fish netting as a share of apparent U.S. consumption decreased **K·
during the period of investigation, reflecting Nichimo Northwest's departure
from the U.S. industry; imports from Japan as a share of such consumption
decreased irregularly from 1983 to 1985. Imports from Japan as a share of
apparent U.S. consumption reached a high of
percent during ***·

***
***

***

***

Table 1.--Salmon gill fish netting: U~S.-produced domestic shipments,
domestic shipments of imports from Japan, imports for consumption from all
other countries, and apparent U.S. consumption, 11 1983-85, January-June
1985, and January-June 1986

-

...........

___________

Source
U.S. Producers:
Nichimo Northwest ...
Harbor Net 21 .......
Total. ... -: ........
Imports from:
Japan ~/ ............
All other 11 ........
Total ..............
Apparent U.S.
consumption .........

-

1983

Januar!l-June1.~~-?_______198_5
1986

1984

~uantit~

--·······...... ,,,,,_

***
***
***

***
***
***

390,003
450,372

352,373
149l690
502,063

***

***

_§_Q.i 369

{~ounds}

***
***
***

***
-K**
ff-)(-

502,300
338,860
253 ,Jj_?_.,_. 127il24'
755;445
465;984

***

***
***
***

..... _..........- -

418,416
9.':f.,,.J71
513,187

___

·***
- - - - -..-........ ***

Percent of total
U.S. Producers:
Nichimo Northwest ...
Harbor Net l:.I . ......
Total .............
Imports from:
Japan ~./ ............
All other 1_/ ........
Total .............
Apparent U.S.
consumption .........

***
***
***
***
***
***
100.0

***
***
***
***
***
***
100.0

***
***

***
. **K·
***

***
***
***

*IHI·

***
100.0

'***
***
***
·M-**
***

···---***

***
***
100.0

100.0

----- --------------------·----··
1/ Apparent U.S. consumption based on value is reported in app. table E-i.
l:.I -K**
~/

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of t.he U.S.
International Trade Commission.
1/ Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce for
TSUSA item 355.4520.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commissioh, except as noted.
Note.-Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Apparent consumption by sources and types of netting is shown in
table. 2. Since Nichimo Northwest ceased production in 1984, Harbor Net and
Twine has been the only known U.S. producer of salmon gill fish netting. The
firm has *"'** pro.duction and U.S. domestic. shipment levels of multifilament
netting. Until January-Ju~e 1986, multimonofilament netting accounted for the
majority of imports of Japanese netting for. U.S. consumption. Imports of
monofilament from Japan increased by 159 percent during 1983-85, and
more than doubled during January-J~ne 1986 compared with such imports during
January-June 1985.

***

***

***

reported imports of
pounds and
pounds of monofilament from
Japan during January-June 1985 and January-June 1986, respecti11ely.
imports of monofilament accounted. for *** percent and **K· percent, of total
r~ported (mporis of su~h merchandise during January-June 1985 and January-June
1986, respectively .. :***told staff that*** increased its imports· of

***

Table 2 ...-Salmon gill fish netting: Apparent U.S. consumption, U.S.-produced
domestic s.hipments, doi:nestic shipments of imports from Japan, and. imports
for consumption from all other countries, by types, 1983-85, January-June
1985, and January-June 1986

---··. --

. ill..~·--------. · - - - - U.S.-produced: 11
Monofilament ..............
Multi filament ...... :., ....
·Multimonofilament .........
Total ...................
Imports from-.....
Japan: ~/
Monofilament ............
Multifilament ...........
Multimonofilament .......
Total .................
All other countries:
Monofilament 3/ .... : ....
Multifilam~n~-3/ ........
Multimonofilam;nt.i/: ...
Total !JJ . .. : ; ... ; .....
Grand total .............

{In

~ounds}

1983 ____ _!1!!4

1985

-

JanuaJ:.Y.=J..Yn.~t=--

1985

1986

***
*'**
***
·)(·**

***

352,373

143,579
31,821
326!900
502, 300

72, 125
24,264
242!471
338,860

60!369

149!690

253,145

127!124

.94!771

***

***

***

·***

***

***
~"**

***
***

***
·)(·**

***

55, 377
39,173
2951453
390,003

91,192
40,896

***

2201285~-

***
*'**
***

·)(-K*

***
*'**

·)(-**•

172,662
38,333
2071421
418,416

-'

!/ ***
~/

Compiled from data. submitted .in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
~./ Data not available.
11 Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. ·Department of Commerce for
TSUSA item 355.4520.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, except as noted.
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monof ilament from Japan during January-June 1986 compar~d with such imports
during January--June 1985 for several reasons.·!/ First, the State of·
Washington made the usage of monofilament salmon gill fish netting in the
Puget Sound region legal for all fishermen in 1985, hence *** increased
monofilament imports in anticipation of increased customer demands for this
product. Second, the Sockeye salmon stock runs in 4-year cycles, and 1986 was
projc.acted to be a peak year. ·M** suggested that *'** had put. *·>E* orders in for
monofilament earlier than other U.S. importers. ***stated that*** increased
imports of monofilament netting from ·M** pounds during January-June 1985 to
*** pounds during January-·June 1986 because· of the change in the Washington
law. ~/
·Apparent U.S. consumption of salmon gill fish netting and the U.S. salmon
harvest increased regularly during 1983-85:
Although apparent U.S.
consumption of the subject merchandise was *** percent higher during
January-June 1986 compared with such consumption during January-June 1985, the
reported U.S. salmon harvest was 8 percent lower during January-August 1986
compared with the harvest during January-August 1985. Data in the following
tabulation present the U.S. salmon harvest (in millions of pounds): ~f

--------·------------- ----·
State

______!~!J_3___,

Alaska ...................... 633
Washington .................. 24
Oregon ......................
2
Total ................... 659

1984
658
27
3
688

··----·"'""""

.....

_________
_____ ........January-August-,

,,

___,__19 8 5 ___, , __!_~§L_ _l ~.~§.. __
729
55
6

790

624
28
3
655

566
29
6
()01

Consideration of Material Injury or the Threat
of Material Injury
Status of the domestic

:!.J:ldy_~try

Harbor Net and Twine, the sole rema1n1ng U.S. producer, currently
produces a relatively small quantity of crystal multifilament salmon gill fish
netting and a somewhat larger volume of cable-laid salmon gill fish netting,
as shown by the data in table 3. Harbor produces only on order,.does not
export, and does not carry any netting inventory. The firm employs from***
to *** production workers, depending on the demand for netting.
Mrs. Savola, president of Harbor, stated in investigation No. 751-TA-7
and in this investigation that the firm's operations would 'be *·** if the

11 Staff conversation with *** Oct; 6, 1986.
~/

Staff conversation with *** Oct. 9, 1986.

11 National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries Development Division.
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dumping order were modifi<~d or revoked. !/ ·M·** in investigation No. 751-TA-5,
Mrs. Savola subm.itted a lette·r to the Commission in which, she stated that, "We
at Harbor Net & Twine do not feel that our business has been hurt in any way.
Business has always been affected more by the amount of production of fish by
the fisherman."'!:_/
As noted earlier, Nichimo Northwest began its manufacturing operations in
February 1982, and ceased produc~ion in November 1984. The plant produced
herring gill fish netting in addftion to salmon g~ll fish netting. Nichimo
Northwest was a joint ven.ture ow~ied by b~~h Japanese and American interests.
By 1983, Nichimo wa~ 'supplying all of it~ parent firm'~ former U.S. customers,
since Nichimo Japan was no longer exporting sa.lmon gill fish netting to the
United States. Nichimo Northwest.used yarn***· It was testing yarn received
from ·M-M*. If the tests were successful,, the firm anticipa~ed that its costs
would ***· from the. *** per pound for the
yarn, to *** per pound. Tt;lat
percent' M·M-M- in cost would have' been very significant, since it was reported
that yarn costs accounted for*** percent of the firm's production
costs from .December 1982. to March 1983. 1/ Th~ next highc~st cost was labor,

***

***

'

Table 3. --Salmon gi 11 fish netting: U.S. production, by firms and types.,
1983-85, January-june
1985, ' and Jan~ary-June
1986
. .
.

-·---·-·----- ....

_____ _____
..

_______,(""'I;;....n;.....&;;p-"-o""'u""'nd"--s'")_ _ _ __

1983
Harbor Net: !./
·Multi filament:
Crystal ........... :
Cable-laid ........ .
Total ....... : ..... .
Nichimo Northwest:
Twisted monofilament.
Multi filament:
Crystal ........... .
Multimonofilament ... .
Total ............. .

!/

-

-------·--

Jal'lH_~-Ju n_g;:=........ ··-

12_84_

_1985

1985

1986

-K-M*

***

·M-·M*

·)(·**

·M-**

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

)(·~

•)(**

***

***

***

***

***

***

·)(-M*

·K·M*

***
***

***

***

***

***

*"**
***
***
***

•' ·M-**:
**-I<·

*** -...............
***

__

--------

***·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade CQF!lmission, except as not.ed.
!/Salmon Gi.11 Fish Netting.of Manmade Fibers From Japan: Determin~:t!,9n of
the Cammi ss ion in Inves.ti~ation No. 751-TA-7, " . . , USITC Public~tion 1387,
June 1983.
'?:_/ Salmon Gi 11 ·Fi sh Netti1J9__of Manmade, Fibers From Japan:
Determination of
th_~ Comf!!.is~).cm in Investigation No. 751-TA-5, . . . , USITC Publication 1234,
March 1982, app. E. Letter to the Commission, Dec.·~l, 1981 ..
11 Nichimo Northwest's operations were

*·**. .

*'**

***
***

***
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***

percent. Mr. Hayakawa, president of Nichimo Trading,
which constituted
reported
in this investigation that the firm ceased production in 1984
because of patent and sales problems. 11

***

Financial experience of U.S. producers
Nichimo Trading U.S.A., Ltd., reported data for the dissolved U.S.
producer, Nichimo· Northwest. The latter firm represented **K· percent of
U.S.-produced domestic shipments in 198'3 arid ***percent of such shipme.nts in
1984. Data were provided on income-and-loss for 'its salmon gill fish netting
op~~rations for 1983 and 1984.
The other known U. s·. prodµcer during the period
covered by this investigation, Harbor Net and Twine, accounted for the
remaining share of U.S.-produced domestic shipments in 1983-84, and 100
percent in 1985-86. Harbor did not provide income-and-loss data ·on its salmon
gill fish netting operations because ·M**. However, Mrs. Savola indicated that
Mrs. Savola estimated that sales of sa'imon gill fish netting *** '!:_/

**·*
***

Table 4 shows Nichimo Northwest 1 s income-and-loss data for its overall
operations that were primarily devoted to the man~fa~ture of the subject
product during the years it was in operation. !/ ·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 4 .-·Income-and-loss experience of Nichimo Northwest on i:ts salmon gi 11
fish netting operations, accou~ting years 1983 and 1984.

*

*

*

*

*

'*

*

.Total imports of salmon gill fish netting decreased slightly from 457,938
pounds in 1983 to 456,681 pounds in 1984, or by 0.3 percent; however, imports
increased to 712,586 pounds, or by 56.0 percent, i~ 1985 (table 5). Total
imports were 28.2 percent higher during January-June 1986 compared with
imports during January-Jun~ 1985.
Japan was the principal source of imports during the period of
investigation. Imports of the subject merchandise from Japan increased
irregularly from 397,569 pounds in 1983 to 459,441 pounds in 1985,
representing an increase of 15.6 percent. Such imports were 48.7 percent
higher during January-June 1986 than during January-June 1985.

11 ***·

Conversation with staff, Oct. 1, 1986.

'!:_/ Staff conversation with Mrs. Grace Savola, Harbor Net and Twine, Oct. 20,

1986.

11 In response to the U.S. producer's questionnaire in investigation No.
751-TA-7, Nichimo Northwest reported ***. ·
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Table 5 ...-·--Salmon gill fish netting: U.S. imports for consumption, _!/ by
principal sources, 1983-85, January-·June 1985, and January...:June 1986

___ _______ _________________

- - - - - -..................

..;._

,

Jan_uary-June_19_8_3_ _.. ___1981.......-..........._ _
198 ~ ........ ---·-·J-~~5

Quantity
Japan

~/

.................

.............
Republic of Korea ]/ ..
Thai land ~/ ...........
All other 11 ..........
Total .............
Taiwan~/

397,569
42,625
17,314
0
430
457,938

306,991
70,636.
78,190
157
_,.....J._07.
4561681

__

19 8 6

(pound~---~

459,441
120,967
96,165
36,013
0
71215~~. .-

...

333,776
496,169
56,540
57,143
52,630
24,591
17,954
12,930
0
...... _!07
.....i60; 900_ _ 59!L 94Q__

a;.;...l'""'u""'e"-·-·{irr_qo l lar:tl___ _ __

_________
v;...;;_

Japan ?./ ............. .
Taiwan 11 ......... · ·. ·
Republic of Korea 1/ ..
Thailand 3/ .......... .
All other-1/ ......... .
Total· ............ .

3,933,000
189 ,'157
55,895

2,881,000
3,656,000
3,045,000 4,045,000
255', 572
416,660
177,596
177,216
236,608
255,151
133,506
70,800
130,515
64, 277
45,861
1, 277
___ ,.h.123
6 '-''9_3_8_____· ___._._ _ - - - l, 190
i.t_l8 l..J.?...?--1.t.181., 3 ~5
4 I'458 _,3-~---.J...L-120 37..~-~ ......1..lJ. ~Q I06 7
t

Unit value (per ~nd;...r.-)'-----·-. -·-----·--$9.38
$7:96
. $9.12
$8.15
Japan ~/ ..... ,.......... .
$9.89
. 4 .44
3.62'
3.443.14
3.10
Taiwan ~/ ............. ·
. 3. 23
3.03
.. 2. 65
2. 54
2. 88
Republic .of Korea 11 . .
'3,62
3.'58
3.55
8'.13
Thail~nd 11. .......... ·
All other 11 . ......... • . _....:... 7. 2~___Ll...L.. . . .----.,-----·-·-----·----U...:. .lL
Average .......... .
9.13
7.40
6.26
7'.42
7. 34
..
. ·---------······--·--!/ Imports based on U.S; ·Customs value are reported in table E-2.
~/Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission-. .Value is the landed, duty--paid· value, ·
including the cost of ocean· freight and insurance, brokerage.charges, and
import duties, but excluding importers' markup.
11 Compiled from official stati~tics'of th~ U.S. Departrne~l of Commerce for
TSUSA item 355. 4520. · Value· is the c. i. f. , duty-paid value;· it does not
include brok(~rage charges or importers 1 markup.

______

,_

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, except as noted.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to totals ·shown.·
The majority of the imports of salmon gill fish netting from Japan in
1985 (92 percent), provided for under TSUSA item 355.4520, entered the United

States at Seattle, WA.
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·Jt--it* importers, accounting for -lt·M* percent of reported imports of the
subject merchandise from Japan in 1985, reported inventories of salmon gill
fish netting during the period of investigation. U.S. importers 1 end-of-period
inventories of imports from Japan are shown in the following tabulation (in
pounds):

Item

1983

End-of-period
inventories ....... 148,000
Ratio of inventories
to domestic shipments of imports
from Japan percent.
37.9

1984

1985

JanuanL-June
1986
1985

136,000

126,000

109,000

220,000·

38.6

25.1

!/ 20.2

!/ 41.1

!/ Based on annualized shipment data. ·Data for ***·
stated that because the firm was slow in filling custome·rs 1
orders, *** decided to stock higher inventories in ***·· !/ . ~**
An official
of ·K·M··lf reported a ·H·lf percent increase in sales in the beginning of H··lf;
consequently, the firm has increased its inventories. '!:_/
·M··Jt-*

·M··M·*

Staff also contacted officials of *·" importers '.that accounted for over·
percent of reported yearend inventories in 1985 .,· ~./ *** stated that ~**
must lower the price of inventories of salmon gilf fish netting'held ove~ frd~
a previous season. He added that only
to ~*it· percent of such inventories:
can be sold at a profit in a later season. The remaining inventories are'
·
either sold at extremely low prices, donated to institutions such as a·
university, or burned in their bonded warehouses in the presence of U..S.
Customs officials. ***, stated that approximately *** percent··of the firm's'
salmon gill fish netting stock is basic in size and type·,· and the remaining
percent is unusual and cannot be sold in later seasons. He added that
multi filament netting is '1 dead 11 stock and must. be sold in a timely manner,
whereas multimonofilament netting can be sold in following seasons.· *1Ht·
stated that most of the firm's salmon gill fish ~etting inventories can be
sold in seasons following. the original orders.· He stated that when a new type
of netting arrives on the market, the old inventories will sell at
"distressed" prices.

~·**

***

***

***·
***

]./ Staff conversation with
'!:_/ Staff conversation with ***·
11 Staff conversations with

The Commission requested delivered price information from purchasers of
domestic and imported salmon gill fish netting. Six firms, acco~nting for
approximately 89 percent of reported imports of the subject merchandise from
Japan in 1985, provided usable price information.
Monofilament.-·-Three f.irms, accounting for*** percent of reported
imports from Japan of monofilament salmon gill fish netting in 1985, reported
that c.i.f. purchase prices remained constant (C.I.F. prices are equal to the
price of a product including cargo, insurance, and freight to the port of
entry, but before any duties have been paid.) ***(table 6).
Table 6.--Monofilament salmon gill fish netting: C.I.F. and delivered
import prices, by purchasers, January 1983-June 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mul!_,tfi!~nt .--Four .firms reported prices of .U. S .-produced multi filament
salmon gi 11 fish netting. Two firms n.~purted purchasing crystal multi filament
and mul timonofi lament netting ·from Nich.imo Northwest during 1983-84. The
other two firms reported purchases of cable-laid multifilament netting from
Harbor .Net and Twine during 1983-86 .. !/ As noted above, Harbor appears. to
have a unique spot in the market for salmon gill fish netting. Although
importers and fishermen have alleged that Har.bar's crystal multi.filament
netting is inferior to that available from Japanese manufacturers, ***·
According to fish netting distributors and fishermen, the firm's cable-laid
netting is not considered to be competitive with imported multifilament or
multimonofilament netting, since it has none of the characteristics of
transparency or flexibility that fishermen deem desirable. '!:./ Reported
U.S.-produced crystal multi.filament and multimonofilament netting
specifications varied widely from period to· period; therefore, no price trends
could be determined for these products. However, the price of the cable~laid
multi filament netting produced by Harbor was ·)(·** and *** for the other firm
(table 7).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

11

Table 7.·-Salmon gill .fish netting: Delivered purchase prices for U.S.produced multimono, crystal, and cable-laid netting, by producers,
January 1983-June. 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - · - ·....·------..··--·-·--.... ····---!/ ***·
'?:_/ Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade Fibers. From Japan:
t'1.~__<;:0111mission_J_n

Investigation No. 751-TA-7

June 1983.

11 Staff conversation with

**-K·

*

Determination of
. . . , USITC Publication 1387,
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The rema1n1ng Harbor customers consist of approximately ·>Ot. >H«percent
professional fishermen and *** percent sports fishermen. 1/
Multimonofilament.--Four firms, accounting for 58.percent of-reported·
imports 'from Japan of multimonofilament salmon gill fish netting in 1985,
reported prices (table 8). Because of the wide range of specifications within
the multimonofilament category, prices are not directly comparable with each
other. There was a general declining trend for delivered prfres dur:ing the
Table 8.--..Multimonofilament salmon gill fish netting: C.I.F. and delivered
import prices, by purchaser, January 1983-June 1986

*

*

*

*

*

*

period of investigation. This decline may have been caused by scheduled
tariff reductions since c.i.f. purchase prices were fairly stable throughout
the period.
Prices for salmon gill fish netting are high relative to 'other types of
fish netting. Seine netting with stretch mesh sizes ov~r 3-1/2 (nches can be
obtained from domestic manufacturers for approximately *ie* per pound, 'or can
be imported from Japan for about ·>Ht-M- per pound. However, fishermen' are
willing to pay the additional cost for salmon gill netting, because gill·
netting provides greater efficiency in trapping salmon. ~onversely, fishermen
are unwilling to purchase expensive salmon gill netting to fish other species
when less expensive netting would be just as efficient.
~· told staff that there are currently no U.S. producer.s of herring gfll
netting. He stated that herring gill nets are illegal for use to ~atch salmon
in most regions of the United States because they are all constructed of
single-strand monofilament netting. Her~ing gill net~ing i~ dyed and ·has
between 2 and 3 inches stretch mesh size. *** has recently purchased
Japanese-produced herring gil 1 netting for M-M-* per pound. ***. '];/
'

Exchange rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during the interval January 1983-September 1986 the quarterly nominal value of
the Japanese yen advanced sharply by 51.3 percent against the U.S. dollar
(table 9). 3/ After adjustment for the relative: economic movement' of each
currency over the 15-quarter period by the respective· Producer Price Index in
each of the aforementioned countries, the projected real value of Japan's
currency appreciated 36.5 percent relative to the dollar~significantly less
than Lhri apparent appreciation of 51. 3 percent suggested by the ".lominal
exchange rate.

ll Staff conversation with ***, Oct. 2, 1986.
~/ Staff conversation with ***
]./ Interrg~.tional Financial Statistics, November 1986.
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Table 9. ·--U.S. -Japanese exchange rates: .!/ Nominal-exchange-rate equivalents
of the Japanese yen in U.S. dollars, real-·exchange-rate equivalents, and
pn~ucer price indicalurs in the United States and Japan, ZI indexed by
quarters, January 1983-September 1986
-·-·---·· ···------·. ··-·-

Period
---1983:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1984:
Janu01ry--March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October·--December ....
1985:
January-March .......
April-June~ .........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1986:
January-·-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......

-

ruominafexchangerate index

Real:.~-······

U.S.
Producers
Price Index

Japanese
P1"oducers
Price Index

100.0
100.3
101. 3
101.8

100~0

99.Q
99.2
98.6

100.0
99.2
97.2
100.6

.100.0
98.0
95.2
97.5

102.9
103.6
103.3
103.0

98.7
98.8
99.4
99.1

102.0
102.7
96.8
95.8

97.9
97.9
93.1
92.2

102.9
103.0
102.2
102.9

99.5
98.8
97.7
95.5

91. 5
94.0
98.8
113. 8

88.5
90.2
94.4
105.6

··----

exchangerette index 3/_
··-Y..~doJ letrs P..~r.. . . Yen-.........-

93.2
125.4
115.4
138.6
124.5
89.3
y 136.5
151. 3
ii 87.6
·····-..-····-·-··· ·····-·-----···----·-!/ Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Japanese yen.
J;/ Producers price indicators····---intended to measure final product prices-·-are
based on average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International
- O N . .-

....

101.3
99.4
99.0

·-·-·--"""~0

£i.o~.os..!.~ . l.. . J3.. !:~.~ i s t i c s .

11 The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate
.
adjusted for the relative economic n~vement of each currency as measured here
by the Producer Price Index in the United States and Japan. Producer prices
in the United States decreased 1.0 percent during the interv~l January
1983-September 1986 compared with a projected 12.4-percent decrease in
Japanese prices for the same period.
11 Derived from Japanese producers price data for July only.
Source: International Monetary Fund,
November 1986.
Note. ··-January-March 1983=100. 0.

.Intei::_nati_~mal

f.!!'lancial Stati. !tics,
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APPENDIX A
TREASURY DECISION 72-158

297

fr.D. 12-lal

(TJ>. 11-158)
.; .JntUlumpi11t-FilA .,,,., o/ ~

p.,., front

~tqa"
ftit SecntarJ of ~ 'l'nuarJ mall• pablle ·a ftadlq ot damplq wttla Nlflld

•Illa aecdq of maamacle Den~ J'.apu. .._oa Ul.43, Caltoma Jtepla• ·
• &taMt a111t11dl4
. . . Du.&a'l'XZn .ca ~ TUAlt1U',.
1Va1&mg1n.,D~t1.,Jw..1,1ns.

TITLE 19-CUSTOllS DU tlES

Cmnza I-Daz.\u o• CD1TOxa
•An US-.cirnDGDa•
Section 201(•) of the Antidumpin: Act, l091, u amended (19
17.S.C. 160(a) ), sins the SecretlU"J' of the Treuurr respoDS1"bilit7
for determination of sales At lesa· thm fair nlua. Pumwit to thia
authoritr the SecrctAl'J of the Tru.IUl'J bu determined that ftsh nets ·
ud nettiq of DUUUDade fibers from JClpul are beiq, OI'. &1'9 likelJ' to
\e, mlcl u less thaa fair nlue within die meaning of section 201(a)
Of the -~tidumpi111.tc&,19-21, u·mnendecl (19 U.S.C.160(a) ). (Publilhed in the Fedaral ne:ister of J1nUA17 l9; lm· (3T I'.R. 8151 F .R.
Dae. 72-897') ).
. . •.
· ·Section 201(a) of the Antidumpin~ Act, lO'Jl,
iunended (19
u.S.C. 160(a)), cins tha United Smtes T:uil Commission ~n11"bilitr for determination of injurr or likelihood of iujury. Tli• United
Statll TAii« Commission hu determined, cmcl on April 18, 107!, it.
notified the Se~retAf1 of the Treuury th.CLt an industr7 iD the United
Sbta is beinr and is likel1 to be injured by reAIOn of· the importD.tion
of Ssh nettins of mcmmade ilbea from Japan, sold at 1- t.baa fair
nlU.; auul that no industrr in the United Sta.ta ii beinr, or ii lik1l1
to be, inj11rcd, or pre,·ented from bein1 established, by reuon of th•
import:ition of fi5b nets of m111Lwn:r.de 6btrs from ja.plLA, sold at lea
·than bir nlut. (Pnblbhed in the Federal Register of ~\pril 9-2, ioa
(37 F.R. 8038, F .R. Doc.i2-8211).)
.
On behAlf of the Secret:iry of the Trea.sury, I h!?eby make public
then determi.9latior.s, which constitu~e a findir.; of dum!lin; with
nsp!Ct to f.!h nettinr of man!'!'!:. ~~ fib:'S frcm ]:\~~~
Section 1~.43 of th! Cus~orns n~gttfo.tions is :irpt~d.!d br a.dd!n:
the follolfuli to the list of fbdin~ of dur.!~ir.i c:-.Jr;e~1tl7 in effect:

as

llfrdu411•

Covr1t'il

'l'.D.

1"911h ntttinc ~f m:uunade 6bea.
Jo.pan
T!-l~S
(Sections IOl, 407, 42 Stat. 11, aa nmend~d, 18; 19 lJ.S.C. 180, 173.).
(a.d.3)'

. . Et'a£...._E T. Rossma,
· Auiatant S1e?"i:t!lry o/ tlt1 Trea1~ay.
~llllltd la Ule J"edenl Rqt~tir 1une. 9, 1912 (3T F.IL WCO) J
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·Federal Register
Wilderness Review, and Wild River.
Plan.
Dated: lune 'Z'l, 1988.
Robert E. Gilmore, .
Resional Director.
(FR Doc. 86-15027 Filed 7-~: 8:45 am)
8ILUNG CODI! 431~.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION

Salmon Gill Fish Netting of Manmade
.
Fibers From Japan; Request for
Comments Concerning the Institution
of a Section 751(b) Review
Investigation

International Trade
Commission.
ACTION: Request for comments regarding
the institution of a section 75l(b) review
investigation concerning the
..
Commission's affirmative determination
· in investigation No. AA1921-85, Fish
Nets and Netting of Manmade Fibers
from Japan. .
,
AGENCY:

SUMMARY: The

Commission invites
comments from the public on whether
changed circumstances exist which
warrant the institution or an
investigation pursuant to section 75l(b)
. of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. ·
1675(b}) to review the Commission's
·affirmative determination in
investigation No. AA1921-85, regarding
fish nets and netting of manmade fibers
from Japan. provided for in item 355.45
· of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States (TSUS). The purpose of the
proposed section 75l(b) review
investigation. if instituted. would be to
determine whether an industry In the
United States would be materially
· injured, would be threatened with
material injury, or the establishment ·of
an industry would be materially
retarded. by reason of imports of salmon
gill fish netting of manmade fibers from
Japan if the antidumping duty order is
modified or revoked with respect to .
such merchandise, provided for in TSUS
item 355.45.
·
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Martha Mitchell (202-523-6620), Office
of Investigations, U.S. International
Trade Commission. 701 E Street NW..
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimparied individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
-Commi!lsion's TDD terminal on 202-7240002.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On April
18. 1972. the Commission determined
that an industry in the United States
was injured within the meaning of the

I

•

:

,

Vol .. 51, No. 128

I

. •

r

\

•

..

'

•

,,

Thursday, July ·3, 19B6 / Notices

~.

' ',.

Antidumping Act. 1921, by reason of
November 30. 1984. has not resumed
Imports of fish netting of manmade
· production, and has no Intention of
fibers from Japan determined by the·
resuming production of this product; (2)
Secretary of Treasury to be sold or
Harbor Net and Twine, Inc., the only
likely to be sold at less than fair value
other known commercial producer of
salmon gill fish netting in the United
(investigation No. AA1921-85). On·June
1. 1972, the Department of the Treasury
States, has been making primarily
Issued a dumping order, T.D. 72-158. and , netting for sturgeon fis"'ing and diver
published notice thereof in the Federal "
''
Register (37 FR 11560, June 9, 19721.
nets for salmon. has been making-little.
On October 14, 1981, following receipt if any, salmon gill fish netting, and
.
of a request to review its affirmative
would not· be adversely affected by
· determination In investigation No.
. retroactive revocation or modification-of
AA1921-85. the Commission Instituted
·the order since it is a minor producer of
the subject merchandise for a ·
investigation No. 751-TA-S, Salmon gill
.fish netting of manmade fibers from
specialized market; and (3) Nylon Net.
Japan. On March 31, 1982. the
Co., a potential producer. has ceased ·.
Commission unanimously determined
production of all fish netting, and on
that the establishment of an industry in
May 9, 1985. filed a voluntary petition
under Chapter·11 with the United States
the United States wowd be materially
retarded by reason of imports of salmon Bankruptcy Court.
·
gill fish netting of manmade fibers from
Additional
Information
Japan, covered by antidumping order
T.D. 72-158. if the order were to be
... .Under I 201.8 of the Comnlission's
modified or revoked.
. ..
Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 cFR
· On January 25, 1983, following receipt 201.8), the signed original and 14 true
of a request to review its affirmative ·.
copies of all written submissions must
determination In investigation No.
be filed with the Secretary to the
AA1921-85, the Commission instituted .
.
Commission. 701 E Street. NW.,
investigation No. 751-TA-7, Salmon gill • Washington. DC 20436. All comments
fish netting of man.made fibers from .
must be filed no later than 30 days after
Japan. On May 24, 1983, the Commiasion the date of publicaton of this notice in
determined that an industry in the ..
the Federal Register. Any person ..
- United State& would be materially - , ·•
desiring to submit a document (or.· · .
·injured by reason of imports of salmon
portion thereof) to the Commission in · : .
gill fish netting of manmade fibers from
confidence must request business
-Japan. covered by antidumping order
T.D. 72-158. if the order were to be
· ·confidential treatment under I 201.6 of
·the Commission's Rules of Practice and
modified or revoked. .
__
.. ·
.Procedure (19 CFR 201.8). Such request
On June 20. 1986. the Commission .
received a request to review and modify . should be directed to the Secretary to
its affirmative determination in
_. the Commissfon and must Include a full
statement of the reasons why the"
investigation No. AA1921-85. The
Commission should grant such
request was filed pursuant to section
treatment. Each sheet must be clearly
75l(b) of the Tariff Act of1930 by _.
George R. Tuttle on behalf of Seattle,·
marked at the top "Confidential .
Washington/Portland. Oregon importers Business Data." The Commission will
of salmon gill fish netting, including
either accept the submission In
Seattle Marine and Fishing Supply Co.. . confidence or return il All - :
Redden Net Co., and I.SS. Inc.. (formerly nonconfidential written submiSsions
Lummi Fishery Supply Co.). The petition · will be available for public inspection in
requests that the Commission revoke
the Office of the Secretary.
that portion of the outstanding order
Copies of the request for review of the
· dealing with salmon gill fish netting
injury determination and any other
retroactively to June 1, 1972.
public documents In this matter are
Written Comment Requested:
available to the public during official
working hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) In
Pursuant to 207.45(b)(2) of the
the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure (19 CFR 207.45(b)(2}), the · ·International Trade Commiasln. 701. B
Street. NW.. Washington. DC 20436; .
Commission requests public comments
telephone 20Z-S23--0161. ·
··
concerning whether the following
changed Circumstances alleged In the
Issued: June 30, 1988.
request for review are sufficient to
By order of the Commission
warrant institution of a review
Kenneth R. Muon.
investigation: (1) Nlchimo Northwest.'
Secretary.
Inc., the major producers of salmon gill
(FR Doc. 86-15101 Filed 7-z..as: 8:4S am)
fish netting in the United States, ceased
production of salmon gill fish netting on . llLUMI CODE 10ZOo41M1
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Federal Register

I

Vol.· 61, No ..161. / Wednesday, Augµst 20, 1986 / Notices
8UPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

.

On April 18. 1972. in investigation No.
AA1921-85, the Commission determined

[lnve1tlgaUon No. 711-TA-11)

Salmon Giii Fllh Netting of Manmade

Flbera From Japan
.

.

.

AGENCY: Intemaltonal Trade

Commission. ·

ACTION:

lnatitution ol a review

inv~tisation concerning the

. : ··
Comm.l88ion'e affU'IDative detenillnatioo
In investigation No. AA1921-85, Fish
Neta and Netting of Manmade Fibera
fromJapan. · . . .

auMMARY: The Commi11lon bereb1 stvea
notice that It bas Initiated an· ·
investigation pursuant to aection 751(b)
of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. · ·
1875(b)) to review Its determination In·
investigation No. AA1921-85. The ·
purpose of the Investigation la to ·
determine whether an Industry in the
United States would be materially
injured, or would be threatened with
materiel Injury, or the .establishment of
an industry In the United States would
be materially retarded. by reason of
lmportl of 1almon gill fish netting of
manmade fibers from Japan If the
outstanding order regarding such
merchandise were to be modified or
revoked. Salmon gill fish netting ls
provided for bi item 355.45 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States. Al.
provided in f 207.45(b) of the
Commi88ion'1 Rules of Practice and
Procedure (18 CFR 207.45(b)), the 120day period for compleUon of this
iilvesUgation begins on the date of
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register.
For further information concemins the
conduct of this investlgatlo~ bearfns
procedures, and nilea of seneral
· '·
application. consult part 207, Subparts A
and E (19 CFR Part 207), and Part 201,
Subparta A through E (19 CFR Part 201).
of the Comm.laalon'1 rules.
&PFECTIVI DATE Auguat 20, 1988. .
FOR FUllTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Martha Mitchell (20WZ3-e620), Office
of Inveetigation1, U.S. lntemational .
Trade Comm111ion, 701 E Street NW..
Washlnston. DC 20438. Hearin8lmpaired individual• are sdviled that
Information on this matter can be
·
obtained bJ contactins the
.
Commi11ion'1 TDD terminal on 202-7240002.

·that an industry In the United States
wee being injured within the meaning of
the Antidumping Act, 1921, by reason of
Imports of fl.sh netting of manmade
fibers from Japan determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury to be sold or
likely to be aold at lea• than fair value
(LTFV). A, a result of this
.
determination, the Department of the
Treasury iHued a dumping order
applicable to thl1 merchandise on June
1, 1972 [TreasW')' Decision 72-158). The
Commission baa conducted two 751
review investigations with respect to ·
salmon gill fish netting of manmade
fibers from Japan (investigations Nos.·
751-TA-6, March 31, 1982. and 751-TA"/, May 24, 1983), and. in bgth instances,
determined that the portion of the order
dealing With 1almon gill fish netting
should not be revoked.
· · ··
On June 20, 1986, the Comm.l&Blon ·
received a new request from counsel
representing Seattle, Washington/
Portland, Oregon Importers of 1&lmon
sill fish netting. including Seattle Marine
and Fishing Supply Co., Redden Net Co.,
and LSS, Inc. (formerly Lummt Plohery
Supply Co.). The petition requests that
the Commission modify Its affirmative
determination and revoke that portion of
the outstanding order on fish nets and
netting of manmade fibers from Japan
dealing with salmon gill fish netting ·
retroactively to June 1, 1972. ·
Modification or revocation of the
dumping finding 88 to salmon sill fish
netting would not affect the
Commission's affumative determination
as to other forms of fish netting of
manmade fibers from Japan. The
petition alleges the existence of changed
c:ircwnstancea which warrant the
institution of a third section 751 review
inveaUgation. In July S, 1986, the
Commission requested written
comments hi the Federal Register (51 FR
24451) as to whether the changed
circumstances alleged by the petitioner
were aufficient to warrant a review
investigation. After reviewing commentu
. received in response to that request. the
Commiasion baa detei-mlned that the
changed -circumstances alleged In the
petition were sufficient to warrant a
·
review Investigation. ;
Partidpatlo~ lo the. Investigation
' ·
.
.
Persona wishing to participate in thJa
investigation as parties must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commi111ion, as provided tn
I 201.11 of the CommiS11ion'1 rules (19
CFR 201.11}. not later than twenty-one
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(21) day1 after the publication of this
notice In the Federal llegbter. AsJ.y entry
of appearance filed after thia date will
be referred to the Cbalrman. who wW
determine whether to accept the late
entry for sood cause shown by the
peraon desiriQs to
the entry.
Setvlce list

me

Pursuant to I 201.tl(d) of the
Commiaaion's rules (19 CFR 201.tl(d)).
the Secretary will prepare a service list
containins the names and addresses of
all persons, or their representatives,
who are parties to this investigation
upon the expiration of the period for
filins entries of appearance. In
·
accordance with It 201.16(c) and 207.3
of the rulea (19 CFR 201.16(c) and '2l1I.3),
each document filed by a party to the ·
Investigation must be served on all other
partiea to the Investigation (as identified
by the 11ervice list), and a certif'u:ate of
aervice must accompany the document.
The Secretary will not accept a
document for filiq without a certificate
of aervice.
Staff report
A public version of the prehearing
ataff report in this investigation will be
placed in the public record on October
17, 1986, pursuant to I 207.21 of the
Comm.i88ion's rules (19 CFR 207.21}.
Hearing
The CommlBBion will bold a bearing in
· connection with this investigation
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on October 30,
1986, at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building, 701 E Street NW.,
Washington, DC. Requests to appear at
the bearing should be filed in writing
with the Secretary to the Commission
not later than the close of buainesa (5:15
p.m.) on October 14, 1986. All persona
desiring to appear at the bearing and
make oral presentationa should file
prehearing briefs and attend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30
a..m. on October 17, 1986, In room 117 of
the U.S. Jntemaitonal Trade
Commission Building. The deadline for
filing prehearing briefs ls October 13,
1986.

Testimony at the public.hearins la
governed by I 207.23 of the
Commialiion'a rules (19CFR1JYl.23). This
rule requires that testimony be limited to
a nonconfidential summary and analyala
of material contained in prebearlna
briefs and to information not available
at the time the preheariog brief waa
1ubmitted. Any written material.
. submitted at the hearing must be filed In
accordance with the procedures
described below and any confidential
materials must be aubmitted at least
three (3) working daya prior to the

I

Wednesday, August 20, tsee· / N~th:ee.... ·

heartna (see I 201.B(b)(Z) of the
Commi11lon'1 rula (19 CPR
I 201.6(b)(2))).
Wdtlua Subml19lom
All legal argumenta, economic
analyaea, and factual materlala relevant
to the public hearing should be Included
1n prebearlng briefs 1n accordance with
I 207.22 of the Com.minion's rules (19
CFR 207.22). Posthearlna briefs must
conform with the provisions of I 1H1.24
(19 CFR Z0'!.24) and must be eubmltted .
not later than the close of bualnel8 on
November e. 1986. Jn addition. any
person who baa not entered an
appearance as a party to the
investigation may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
. subject of the lnve11tiption on or before ·
November e. 1988.
A signed original and fourteen (14)
copies of each submiBSion must be filed
with the Secretary to the CommiBBion 1n ·
accordance with section 2.01.8 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201..8), All
written submi88iona except for
confidential buaine88 data wW be
available for public Inspection during
regular busine88 hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary to the
Commission.
Any business information for which
confidential treatment is desired must
be 1ubmitted separately. The envelope
and all pages of auch aubmissiona must .
be clearly labeled "CunfidenUal
BusineBB Information." Confidential
submissions and requesta for
confidential treatment must conform
with the requirements of I 201.e of the
Commission'• rules (19 CFR 201.6).
Authority
Thia investigation ls bel.Dg conducted
under authority of the Tariff Act of 1930.
title VII. 1'his notice is published
pursuant to I 207.45 of the Commlsaion'a
rules (19 CFR 207.45).
Issued: August 13, 1986.
By order of the Commlsalon.

ICea.Detb IL Maacm.
Secretary.
[FR Doc:. 116-18787 Filed &-1g....ao; 8:45 am)
lllWMG CODE 7D21M12. .
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on carbon steel v.ire rod from Trinidad
and Tobago, entered. or ~;thdrawn froin
the warehouse, for consumption after
the suspension of liquidation, equal to
the amount by which the.foreign market
value of the merchandise exceeds the
United States price. This determination
is being published pursuant to section·
73.5(d) of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673(d)).' .

I

Thur&day, September 22. 1983
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man-made fibers from Japan (37 FR
11560, June 6. 1972). On December 27.
1982, we published our re\.ised
preliminary resulti in the Federal
Register (47 FR 57546}. The Department
bas now completed that administrative
review.

Scope of the Re\ieW
. I,mports coverea by the review are
Dated: September 16.. 1983.
shipments fish netting of man-made
Lllwfenc:e J. Brady,
·
fibers, currently classifiable under Item
At;Sistant Secretary for tmde Administration. 355.4520 and 355.4530 of the Tariff
Schedules the United State1
Annotated.
The review covers 74 of Bl known
manufacturers, exporters. and third- .
(A-5~)
country resellers of Japanese ruh nettina
Fash Netting of Man-Made Aben From of man-made fiber1 to the United States
for various periods through May 31,
Ja'pitn; Anal Results of Adrnln!strative
1980.
Review of ~tidumplng Anding
Analym of Comments Received
AGEHCV: lntemationaJ Trade ·
Administration. Commerce.
We invited interested parties to
AeTaoN: Notice of Final Results of
· · submit v.Titten comments or request a
Administrative Review of Antidumpins
bearins on our revised preliminary
Finding. results. .At the request or certain
importers and exporte~ we held aSUMMARY: oD December 1:1, 1982. the
public bearing on January ZS. 1983.
Department of Commerce published the
Several other companiu submitted .
revised preliminary resulta of ita·
• written comments.
administrative review of the . · .
. Comment 1: Morishita Fishins Net.
antidumping finding on fitlb netttns of .·
Mfg. eo.. Ltd.. Mitsui a·eo.. Ltd.. Tram- ·
man-made fibers from Japan. The
Pacific Tradins Co., Ltd., Seattl~ Mtrine
review covers ~4 of the 81 known.: '
a Fi$ihing supply Co., Nordby Supply.
manufacturers, exporterr., and thfrd.: -· ·
Co.. Lumml Supply Co., Redden Net cO..
country.rei;cllers of this merchandise to
Fisheries Supply Co.. Nets, Inc., Tacoma
the Ur.ited States and various time ·
Marine Supply Co., Astoria Marine.
periods through May 31, 1980. -.
Englund Marine Supply Co., and
. .
. Interested parties were given an .
Nicl1imen Corp., argue that the .. · •. . .
· opportunity to submit oral or Written
petitioner·s submission of "Cost of :_ : •
comments on the .r;evi&ed prelimin&J)'
Production Differences in fish Netfuig"',
result.a. At the request ofcertain
submitted in Janu8J')' 1983 after the· · ·
lµipcirt~ and ~xportera. we held a
beanns. is untimely pd, further, the.
public hearing on January za. 1983.
cost differences submitted,' la'tk an7
As a result of our analysis of the
evidenti8J')' support. ·
···
comments received and because of
· Department's Position: The
, ... ·.
mathematical errors, the Department
Department agreu that the study lacked
has changed the weighted-average · ·
evidenti8J')' support. Therefore~ we have
margins for 51 firms. The marginl : .
not used the data In completing our
_·remain the aame as those presented In
anitlysts. · .
the revised preliminaJ7 resulta for all .·
Comment 2: Momoi F'ubing Net Mfa. ·.
o.ther exporters.
.
·
Co.. Ltd. argues that its dumping mugill
~FECTIVE DATE: September 21, 1983.
percentage for the ,period April 1978 .
FOR·RHlll'EA ~TION COHTAC'r.. · ·
thtough May 1950, which the '·
· ·
Laurie Lucksinger.or Suaan ~ · · .. ·
Department based on the beat : ·: ·
information nailable because the . ·. -. ·
Crawford. Office or Compliance.
International Trade Administration. U.S. ·Department considered Mom01..1 ': . .. .
Drpartment of Commerce, Washington.
submission untimely, should be adjusted
D.C. 20230. t£lephone: (202) 377-1130.
downward. Momol contends that the
Department's rejection of Momof'1
~ARYINF~ATtOH:
response as untimely is contrary to the
83ckgroand
principles or the Trade Agreement. Act
On May 5, 11161. the DC'partment of
or 1979 and Qie General Ajreement OD
Commerce ("t.'le department") published Tariffs and Trade. ··. .
.
in the Fbderal Rrgister (~FR 25118-20) ·
Department'• Position: \'Ve notified aD
Ute pre!iminary·results of it• . . ·.. ~ ·
parties on Julr 28. 1981, that companle1
adrrJnistrative review of the
. . .
that railed to respond or provided
inadeouate J"Psonns.R• In nou•dinruuiirel" ·
ant:dumoine findinr.i on fiah netlioe of :

or

or
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prepared prior to 1980 b)' the Customs
St:rvice would be allowed to supplement
those responses. Companies that failed
to respond to questionnaires prepared
by the Department were considered
untimely and would not be allowed lo
respond further. Momoi's response for
the period April 1978 through May 1980.
submitted in October 1981, was in
·response to.a questionnaire prepared by
the Departmenl Therefore. we consider
that response unltirnely and will not uae

IL
Comment 3: Momoi argues that in
some instances we included sales with
contract dates outside our review period
and that in some others, we made
incorrect comparisons. Additionally, it
argues that we should use a weibhted·
average home market price when
comparing purchase prices or a certala
group of U.S. sales to foreign market
values.
Deportment's Position: For MomoL
there were 89 sales with sale dates prior
to September t. 1976. These fall outside
the.197~78 review period and we have now excluded them. Several U.S. sales .
were not compared to the home market
sales closest to the date of the U.S.
sales. We have conected that enor and
· made new comparisoJ\8. However, there
were DO margins OP the original ..
comparisons, ao our res~ts did not
chanse. We were unable to use a _
weigbted~verage price for one group of
home market sales, as requested,
because Momoi submitted no data on·-_·
the quantities sold. We used the'sale
· with the highest price In that group of
sales as the best information available. ..
We could not agree to Momoi's request. that four U.S. salea be comp.ared with ·
home market sales Closer in date to the
U.S. sale date than the home market ·
sales chosen by us. The comparison ·
merchandise Momol wanted WI to use
does not fall within the specifiration
range of such or similar merchandise. .
Comment 4: Momol claims that Ila .
sales of braided nettins were to a
related purchaser and th.erefore the. : ·
sales should be. considered exporter•a ;-:
sales price sales. In addition. the firm. · /
claims that we should use a home ...- .:
market sale mo~ contemporaneous th~· ·
· our choice for one of th'e U.S. related .. ·
party transactions.
. .
· .· ·
Deportment .. Position: The
Department asrees with the use of the ·
sugge11ted m'ore contemporaneous home
market aale for the transaction In •
question. Its use for C:omparisoo result•
In no inargln on that sale. ffoy,·ever, due
to a clerical error, we excluded the . · .
ori;inal mal"Eln calculated but included .•
Its sales \'alucs in_ the weighted-a\•erage . ·
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margin calculation. Thus, there is no
Department baa clear statutory authority 751(b) of the Tariff Act of i930 ("the
Tariff Act") on salmon gill netting
effect on the cash deposit rate.
to use the best information available to
provided for in item 355.45 of the Tariff
establish esseBSment and cash deposit
With respect to the use of exporter'•
Schedules of the Uriited States.
.
·rates when 1 firm faila to respond to our
sales price for sales made to Momol
American Netting Manufacturers ·
questionnarie. A manufacturer which
U.SA. Corporation. the Department
Organization states that the Department
doea not respond to our questionnarie
could not determine from the response
cannot immunize sales from the use of
can only provide the ITC with the
·
of Momoi Fishing Net Manufacturins .
beat evidence merely by selling through
results of its administrative review far
Co.• Ltd. for September 1978 through
a trading company. ·
the period through May 1980, the period
March 1978 whether the u.e of
Comment Ek Several importera
·covered bJ the Department'• review,
exporter'• aales price or purchase price
even though the ITC is looking at • more .
was appropriate for these aales. We will question the Department's method for
determining the best infonnation
'
recent period in la investigation. ·
attempt to establish the validity of the
available for assessment and cash
claim for use of exporter s sales price in
Depart.rnent'6 Position: This comment
deposit purposeL Specifically, they
our next ed.mirustraUve review.
i& moot because on June 8, 1983. the ITC
believe that the best infonnetion
Comment S: Momol believes that ·
published a determination in the Federal
a\·ailable for years or non-response
si>lmon gill netting abould be considered
Register (48 FR 26541) that an industry
should be the highest rate for responding
a subclass of fuh netting co·•ered by the
in the United States would be materiaDy
fmnB with shipments in those specific
finding. and that we should revoke the
injured by lm;>orts of salmon gill netting
years.
.
finding with respect to aalmon gill
if the antidumping tmding were revoked
; Department's Position: The
netting. Momof argues that there were
or modified. · ·.
Department establishes a new ""best
no less than fair value sales or this
Comment 13: American Netting
·
information"
rate
for.
each
period
of
time
subclass for at least two ye8J'L
Manufacturers Organization argues that
it reviews. A company which ls first
Department's Position: Absent .
we ahould not accept Momoi'1
unresponsive
In
one
period
be
exceptional circumstances, the _
questionnaire
response for the period ·
.assigned the rate for 01essments in that
Department does not calculate April t, 1978 through May 31, 1980 .:.'
period
and
for
deposit
or
estimated
weighted·a\•erage margins for and will
because It ls untime)J. ,' ' .... · · . :··
antldumping duties In the subsequent
not revoke findings or orders for
DeparUn.ent .. IWilion: ~e agree. See.· · .
period.
If
the
company
continuea
to
be
eubdivisiona of the class or kind of
Comment Z.
'·
·unresponsive in periods subsequent to
merchandae covered even in the event
the
flJ'St
period.
h
will
receive
ill
Commeni
11:
The
~Utlon·~
~bmJtred
of the elimination of margins for that·
previous rate or a new best information
a study of "Cost of Production .. · _- ··
eubclasa. ·
rate if the latter ii higher than ft1
·
Differences
lo Fish Nettini" to aali.at the :
Comment B: Nichimo SU88ests that the
previous rate. The Department ·
Department In adjustiq the price of ·· ·,; .
rrA method for choosing particular
recognizes no unfairneu in this
similar merchandise sold in the home · - :
home market sales for comparison with
procedure when applied to sales by
market to ecco1lnt for dilferen«:es ID .. · U.S. sale1 enables companies to stagger
companies which do not cooperate In
merchandise. - .-.
.
sales and escape dumping dutie1
our reviews.
Department'• PositioD: We mauitain ..
through timing of sales in both mmets.
Comment 1~ Several importers argue
that the petitioner'• study wu_.
Nichimo suggests that the Department
that the Department should consider
unsupported and have not used il See . ·
use an average of home market sales
revocation requests submitted after
Comment 1.
··
· · ·- . . .
occuning around the U.S. sale date.
publication of the revised preliminarj Fini:Jl
Resul~
of
th~
Re~ieW:
After := ~ :
DepartrMnt's Position: In this review,
results.
·
. ··
analysis of all of the comments received. : •
the Department bu made y.ice
Department .. Position: In order that ·
we determine that tbtjolloWing margins. ·
comparisons baiied on individual
all parties can comment on revocation ·
contemporaneoua sales of sinu1ar
exist:. " ~ '">'··: =~c - • : ~> . ~·.~ ~ .' ::..;..
· requests, the Department ordinarilJ
: ... - - , :·merchandise. Depending on the number
couples tentative determinations to . · :
of sales in the reviews, we Will consider
revoke with preliminlllJ resu!ta notices.
·-..· .. __ ...~ - ..n.s-llid
~·.
uaing weighted-average home market
The administrative piocedurea for the
prices.
.
·
period between a preliminary and final. · ~~:. •• ~-=-. -_ :'" . ~.
'. .,
Comment 7: Nichimo argues for ·
M6.&rl FW-.i ... .,
determination provide the most efficient
8.51
12/01~11'11
Ulg. Co.. Lid
adjustments to the foreign market value
and fair method of deciding revocation
llil01m-o5/S1 /Ill
for merchandise differen.ces in ·yarii.
.
issU.ea. "
~ ICabillNll
•.UO
Cll5101n1..o5/l111D
both in price and grade, and an
·
Kailha. Ud · - ·
· Comment 11: American'Nettfns ·
I.GI
01101n~1zn11111
Am&a~.Ud
adjustment for quantity differences due
.Manufacturers Organization argues that
18.30
01101m4ml80
to the large order size in U.S. &a.lea. ·.
C161111 n1-05/311eo
'4.IO
AIS Goml K.K
fhe Department should deny Monol'1
oUID
01 I0117&41131171
Daiei HNsing Co..
Department's PositictL· Nich.imo did
. request for a partial revocation on
I.Ill
Ol/0117&-12131179
not provide sufficient subs~tiation for
11.30
salmon gill netting because there ia
01101m41311eo
•4.JO 05l01n1-GS/31/ID
F.aucs. Sho1811-'
. the requested adjustments.
doubt that there are no sales at Jess than
FUiui f'.._"ling .... Ca.
Comment 8: Several impor1en argue
fair value for at least a two-year period
l.A1
OU1nm-o5/:t1/71
Ull
UM
c.J01179·0S/311IO
that the Department's use of the best
for such merchandise. Further, the
Ha'odale s..o
information a\·ailable for assessment
petitioner contends that. even if there
10101
ns-os.'31m
1.•
~C'o.Ud
and cash deposit purpo!;cs when .
06/01~/lll
are no sales at less than fair value.
o.•
HakOC!ale SaialD .
..
manufacturers fail to respond to our ··
salmon gill netting shouJd not be the
5e<9' CID.. Liil/
questionnaire Is fundamen!a11y unsound
subject of a partial revocation.
·
I.Ill
09101 f7'&.C1:3Q111
MllWICo..Ud·
Uil
10J01n~1:11m
and unfair. A trading company has no
Department's Position: We agree. See
0.81
DalO'I f1'1.06131 /Ill
Comment&.
.
control o\·er the timely submission of .
,.30
HUIWnOID s.,. C'o OS101n1~1111
Liii
Ol/0117&-1213111'8
Comment 12: On January 28, 1983, the
responses to our qucstionnarie by a
11ao
1t1101m4m110
lntematiCtnal Trade Commission
netting manufacturer.
.i..091 F'Ghing ....
instituted an lnjwy rC\iew under &Pelion
Deportment's Position: The
wo1nM11:11/lll
YI; Co.Lid.
1
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Notice• ·

dumping dutiea OD all appropfiate
entries with purchase dates during the
time periods involved. Individual
differences between United States price
and foreign market value may vary from
the percentage• 1tated above. The
Department will "·
t
n>Sue appra1semen
instructions on each exporter directly to
the Custom1 Service.·
Further. a1 provided for in section
353.48(b) of the Commerce Regulations.
a cash deposit of estimated antidumping
duties. baRed upon the most recent of
the above ma~ shall be required on
all &hipme!lla of Japanese fish netting of
man-reade fiber from these firms
entere d. or wt'. thdra 111.-n L
uvm
wareh ouse.
for consumption on or after the date of publication of this noUce. Because the
weigMed-average margins for Inagaki
Fishing Net M!g. Co., Ltd./Nichimen Co..
Ltd. and Miye Seimo Co., Ltd. i.re Jess
·than 0.50 percent and therefore de
minimis for cash deposit purposes, the
D
al
th d
epartment w ves e epos1t
requJrement for future shlpmenta from
fu
these firma. For ture enhiea from •
new exporter not covered Ip thla . ·
..administrative review, whose first..
..
shipments occurred after May at. 1980 . ' .
and who la unrelated to any covered ·.
. firm. a cash deposit of 1.94 percent shall ·
be required. These deposit reqmrementa ·
and waivers shall remain in effect until ·
. publicatiOD Of the final l'eSWla Of the
next administratin review. The.
Department in.lends to conduct the next
administrative review immediately. ;
We will examine exports by Moribwi · ·
Shoten made during the period June t.
1980 through December Zl, 198Z. the · · :
date of o~ tentative determination· to · ~
• revoke with regard to Moribun Shoten. ·
in our next adminlstrative reVlew.; .. ,; ·~
.
.
.
, - ' " •
: ... . .;
The Department encoUniBet..... :..~ :
interested parties to review the public ·.
record and submit applications for.·.
P rotective orders, it desired. as early ·aa. '.
possible after the Department's receipt
or the information dUring the "next' . :; ...
administrative reriew. , . ·. , . ~ ': ·'., :.... ·.
This administrative review and notice.
are in accordance 1\ith section 751(a)(1) .
of the Tariff Act (19 U.S.C. t875{a)(t)) ~ ..,
and i 353.53 or the Commerce
~
.
. Regulations (19 CFR 353.53)..
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Da~Pd:

Septem,,_ 11. U8ll. ..· "

·Judith Hlppl~'~\:'.-~: :':,: .~ -·
Acting Deputy Anieiant ~torr for 1mpor1
Administra_~ ·:.~\':Jr;;'.:-.:-:/. - .:·,. ,. ._
Tb~ Department'shall·d~te~Uied. and fFR Doc.~TWMl4M-I, : ..
. . . . - . :.
the U.S. Customs Service'shall assess. ~ BIL.UNG CODE -~ . •·01101m~l31110
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ACT10IC Notice of Final Resulbl of
Interested parties may submit written
Adminiatrative Review of Antidumping
comment. on these prelimJnary results
. .
within 30 daya of the date of pablication Plne:ling.
of this notice and may requut
SUMMARY: On February l, 1984, the
disclosure and/or a hearing within to
'"
Department r4 Cummace publiabed the
daya of the date of publication. Any
preliminary renlta of lta adminiatrative
hearing. lf requeeted. will be held ts
Scope of the Review
review of the antidamping finding on .
days after the date of publication or the
fish netttna of man-made fiben from
Imports covered by the review are
first workday thereafter. AnJ request for Japan. The review coven ea of the 72
shipments of diamond tips for
an adminiatrathe prot~ order must
known manufacturers. exporters. and
phonograph needles [diamond tips)
be made -.rithin 5 daya of the date of
third-country resellers of this
consisting individually of an al.moat
publication. The Department will
merchandise to the United Statee and
microscopic chip of diamond bonded to
publish the final resaJts 'of the ·
two consecutive periods, June l, 1980
steel and shaped to fit into the grooves
administrative review including the
lhroagb May St. 1982.
of a phonograph record. Diamond tipa
results of its analysis of any such
We gave lntentstad pertiea an
are currently classifiable under item
comments or hearing.
opportunity to submit oral or written
685.3400 of the Tariff Schedules of the
The Department ahall determine, and
comments on the preliminary results.
United States Annotated.
the Customs Service shall a11esa. ·
We received comments from sewral
The review covers the two known
dumping duties on all appropriate
Importers and an exporter.
manufactllrera and/or exporters of
As a result of oar analyaia of the
British diamond tips to the United States entries. Individual differences between
commenta received and because of
currently covered by the finding and the · United States price and foreip market
mathematical and clerical errors, the
value may vary from the percentage
period April 1, 198Z through March 31,
stated above. The Department will lsaue Department has changed the weighted1983. :
for 41 firms. Except for
One firm. Bauden Precision Diamonds appraisement inatmctiom directly to tbe average
c:ertain deferred firms, the margina
·
·
.
Ltd.•-did. not ship British diamond tips to Customs Service.
remain the aame ea those presented in
the United States diring the period. The
Further, as proYided for In I 353.4li(b)
the preliminary reeultl for all other
estimated antidumping duties cash
of the Commerce R.egulatiom, a cash
companies.
deposit rate for Bauden will be the most
deposit of estimated antidumping dDtlee
recent rate for that firm.
EFFECT1VE DA'IE April 30. 1984.
b&1ed on the above margina lhall be
requlred for those firma. For any futme ·· FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
United States Pdce
entries from a new exporter not covered . John M. Anderaeu. or David It ·
In ·calculating United States price the
Chapman. Office of Compliance,
In this ar prior reviewar whole first .
Department used pmchase price, 1111
International Trade Adminiatratioo. U.S.
-.hipmenb
of
British
diamond
tipe
defined in section 77Z of the Tariff Act.
Department of Commerce, Washington.
phonogrpah need.lea occurred after
. Pmchaae price was based on the
D.C. 20230, telephone: (202) ·377-1130 or
March 31, 1983 and who la anrelated to
delivered packed price to the first
any reviewed firm. a cash deposit of 1.88 (202) 377-2923. .
Unrelated purchaser in the United states.
percent shall be r,equired. 'Jbese depoait
8UPPUllElfl'AllY -=oRMA110IC.
We made deductions for insurance and
requirementa are effective for
poatage. No other adjustments were
Background
ahipmenta of British diamond tips for
daimed or allowed. .
..
On Febniary t. 1IBt, the Department
phonograph needles entered. or
· Foreign Market.Value
of Commerce ("the Department")
withdrawn from wareho~ for
publiahed In the Fedaral Resfater [49 FR
In calculating foreign marltet value the COD8111Ilption on or after the date of
40Z6-4028) the preliminary results of ita
publication of the final resa!ta of thia
Department used home marltet price, a
· adminiatratiYe review of lhe
review.
defined in section 773 of the Tariff Act.
antidumping finding OD fish nettins of
This administrative review and notice
aince sufficient quantities of such or
man-made
fibera from Japan (37 FR
are in accordance with aection m(aJ(l)
1imilar merchandise were sold In the
11560, June a. 1972). 1be Department baa
of the Tariff Act (19 U.S.C. 161S(a)(lll
home market to provide a basia for
· now completed that administrative
and aection 353.53 of the Commerce
comparison. Home market price waa
review.
· based on the delivered packed price to
Regulations (19 CPR 353.53).
. unrelated purchasers. with an
Scope of the Review
Dated: April ao, 1l6t.
adjustment for postage. No other
Imports covered by the review are
Ala
F.
llalms.
adjus~ents were daiined or allowed.·
shipmenta of fish nettfns of man-made
Deputy Auiltant S«:letary fflr llllpOl'I
Pnliminary Results of the Review
fibers. currently claaaifiable mMJer Items
Admini6ll'Otioa.
355.4520 and 355.4530 of the Tariff
As a result of our comparison of
(PR Die. M-nm Pllld ......
·Schec1ule11 of the United Statet
llU.llm CODI at~
United States price to f~fgn market
Annotated.
value, we preliminarily determine that
'The review ccnen 89 of the n known
the following margins exist for the
manufacturen. expurhn. and third(A-588-02IJ
period April 1. 1982 through March 81.
country resellers of Japanese fish netting
1983:
or man-made fiben to the United States·
Aah Netting of Man-llade Flbera Fram
and two conaecutive perioda, June 1,
Japan; Final Reaulta of Admlnl8tnltlve
1980 through Ma1 Sl, 1982.
Aevl9W of Antldumplng Finding
We cliaeovered some problems with
AGENCY: International Trade
the reaponsea of two manufacturers.
Adminiatration, Departinent of
Toyama Fishins Net Mfg. Co. and
Commerce.
Mortahita Plahins Net Mfs. Co. and ·have

April 1, 1972) and announced lta intent
to conduct ita next administrative
review. AA required by eection 751 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 [the Tariff Act), the
Department hn now conducted tha1
administrative review.
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Department's Position: Nlssho lwai's
that the best information rate for
argument implies that the scope of the
Importers of a specific type of netting
finding covers only salmon gill netijng.
ahould be solely determined by best
Thia is inconect. The scope of the
~vidence sales involving that type of
finding covers all netting of man-made
netting.
We received comments frOm
Department'• Position; We disagree.
fibers from Japan. See also Comment 3.
importers and one e".'po~er;
The importer's claim would re.quire the
Comment 8: Inagaki Fishing Net Mfg.
Comment 1: Se\'.eral importers argue
Department to develop a best
Co., Ltd. argues that the Department
that the Department's use of ~st
inf
ti
t ~
ll
I
erred in assigning margins on its alleged
infonnatfon Is not bl aceordaiice .with
orma on ra e ior a non-respons ve
sales through Shinwa Trading Company.
firms based on each type of netting
the Tariff Act of 1930 (the Tariff Act). By covered in the finding. The Department,
Inagaki claims that it has never dealt
applying the highest rate to a.company
however, commonly applies one best
with Shinwa Trading.
Information rate, derived from one
which does not resj>ond to our .
Deportment's Position: Our records
questionnaire, whether it ii the highest
currently adequate respondent within
· show that netting manufactured by
rate for responding firJD~ with shipments each review period, to all merchandise
Inagaki Fishing Net Mfg. Co., Ltd. was
for the review period or the most recent
wjthin the scope of the antidumping
·
eventually sold by Shinwa Trading .
·rate for the non-responsive firm. the
finding and to all non-responsive firms;-Company to the U.S. We stand by our
Department unfairly penalizes the
'd d th
firms d 0
f 8 ll thin
·analysis.
importers of the merchandise: ExporteproVI e
ose
not
wi
•v
one of our other best information
Final Resulta of the Review
standards. The non-respondents'
may fail to respond through .
After analysis of all the comments
misunderstanding. cost problems, .·
dumping margins are not necessarily
received, we determine that the
language barriers, etc. rather than '
limited to margins found for responding
following margins exist:
firms on such or similar merchandise.
because they are selling with greater
dumping margins than previously
We believe that application of a best
MANIJFACTUREA AND EXPORTER
calculated for them. Use of prior rates
information rate for the claBB of
for non-responsive firms ignores current . merchandise as whole better
Time periOd
. market conditions. Use of prior rates . anticipate• the potentiai for dumping.
also may force importers to file law suits · · Furthermore, the importers' proposed
0
08/01/IO-OS/31181.--·-·--·
AlhinQ
after each review on the correctnesa of
methodology would be impracticable for Amikan
08/01 /81-05/31182 .... :.._
0
Na1 Mtp. Co..
·
the same prior rate.
lid.
·.· . Department's Position: The
.
the Department and the U.S. Customs
0
Amisho Keulhlld 08/01 /8().0S/31 /81 ....- -...-.
,
Service to administer.
. kaishi. Lid.
08/01/81-o5/31/82 ......._ .....
•o
Department baa consistently applied Its
Comment I: Several bilport.era
9.83
08/01
/BCM>5/31
/81
...
....
..
.
Ami1a Con11811Y.
best.information standards since the ·
lid.
0.04
08/01 /111-0S/31182 .... - ......... ..
complain that they were not given
creation of the Section 751 reviews in
. Cllunichl ....... -....._, 08/01 /81-()5/31182 ... :••. ___ ..:...
4.35
4.99
Fullui Fillllng Nal 08/01 /BCM>5/31 /81 .............. ...;.
sufficient time to analyze adequately
1980. AB stated in the final reSults of the
.
eo
..
Ud.
08/01/II1-o5/31 /82 .... :.......:.......
1.81
tast administrative review of this case, · · Amita's 1980-1981 response, once they
·08/01/80-G!i/31/81
..
___
_;
__
Hal«xla18 Samia
0
8engu Co.. Lid. 08/011111-0S/31 /82 ............-'--0
the Department recogniZes no unfairness ·were notified tliat Amita's rate would be
08/01/8().0S/31 /111 .. _ .., ___ _
0
Hal<odal8 Samia
in its use of its best information
used as the best information available
06/01 /111-()5/31182 ...., .. _ _.;
0
8engu Co..
standards when applied to sales by
fc>r that period. Furthermore, they dei.il
Ud./Millui &
Co
..
Lid.
companies which do not cooperate in
at least one incorrectly matched ·
.
..
08/01/8CMIS/31 /81,. ...._
18.30
our reviews.
.
· comparison in. th& Dep~ent's analysis · HaslWnolo
08/01181-05/31 /82 ....... _._,_
8angyo Co.
'18.30
08/01
/80.o5/31
/81.:_
.........
_
..
.
Hlraga
Fillllng
9.83
Comment 2: Several importen argue
of Amita's response.
·
Ne1 Mfg. Co... 06/01181-05/31182 ..- - - ·
9.83
that shipments from Morishita and lta
Department'6 Position:.The
.
lid.
Oe/01
/80-05/311111
....
____
_
exporters, companies which we are now · Department maintains that the lesue of
Hlraga Fiahing
18.30
Next Mfg. Co., 08101181-()5/31182 ................ _.
18.30
deferring until the next review, should
sufficient time should center on the
Ud./Senyo
overall tilne available for ~e importer'•
not be assessed on the basis of their
Enlerprm.
Co., lid.
. analysis of Amita's submiBBion. and not,
highest previous margins simply
Hlraga Fiahing
08101180-451311111 .................. ..
9.83
as the importers claim. on the time
because the Department has not
. Net Mfg. Co.•
9.83
081011111-05131182 ... - ... -·---·
Ud./Yamadl
completed the analysis of their
granted once we confirmed that Amita'a
Trmding Co..
•
response would be use'd as the best
submissions. The importers also argue
lid.
that the cash deposit rate for Toyama,
. inform:atioin available. Further, we ·..
4.95
........ a eo.. 08101181-05131182..- ..............
lid.
another deferred firm. should remain at
described in detail how we calCulated
Hi'a1a Spmng
06101190-05131181 ............ - ......
9.83
zero percent, aa publiahed in the last.
Amita's m&rgins during disclosure to the
08/01181~/31/82_ .. __
Co., lid.
9.83
........ K.K. ... _,_., .. 08101(80..()5131181 ...........__
18.30
administrative review. .
importers approximately a month before
18.30
08/011111-()5131182 ..... - ...- ....
Department's Position: AB explained
final comments were due. We maintain
UUt . '6.78
08101180-05131111 ...... - ....·-1 6.78
08101181-05/31182 ...... _...._ .... ,
bllamalloual
' that the importers has ample time to
above, we are deferring our review of
Corp.
analyze Amite'• submission and that
Morishita, its exporters, and Toyama.
4.35 .
llkO Co.. Lid -··-· 081011111~131182 ....... _. ___,.
06101180-05131181. _____ _
consequently the comment le basele88.
The most recently published final rates
tniigu; Fishing
0
06101181-05/31182
Net
Mtg.
Co.
......
-._
..
0
for those firms will remain in effect for · Moreover, the Department did not in
Ud./Mortlun
cash deposit purposes until we QOmplete fact make the comparison alleged to be
Sllotan.
ln8gaJii
Fill*lg
06101180-05131181 .......- .... - ..
0
our analysis and publish the final
wrong. We stand by our actual
Net Mfg. Co.
08/01181-05/31/82 ...................
0
results.
comparison. .
_
Ud./Nicl*'Comment 3: Several importers claim
Comment 5: Nissho lwai Corporation
Co.. lid.
06101190-45131 /81 ......- ....._,_
INlgal<i Filllng
9.83
claims that· its-exports of netting from ·
that the margins used as best
9.83.
Nat Mfg. Co..
06101181-05131/82 ....- ...- information unfairly penalize them.
Kinoshita Fishing Net Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Ud./SlliM9
Trading Co. ...
should no.t be aBBeBSed dumping duties
since the netting they import is not such
ttol>-Seni Mfg
08/01 /llO-OS/31181 .... - ..
0
or similar to the netting compared in
since the nettirig involved le intended
Co.. LIO.I
08101/81-05/31182. __ , _ _
o,,
Y8"'9dl
' calculating the best information rates for solely for purse seine netting, not
Trading Co,
each period Consequently, they 4l1'8Ue ·
aalm~n gill netting.
lid
deferred our final analysis of those firms
and of exporter& to the United States of
their merchandise until the ~ext review.
Analysis of Comments Received

several
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,,.._
Mercl\andlM,
Ud.
Kaurni Filhing
...... Mfg. Co.,
Lid•.
Kaurni F"-"ing
Net Mtg. Co.,
Lld.15anyo

18.30
18.30
18.30
18.30

. 08/01180-05/31181.---·
08/01181-411131112 ...- -•.

18.30
18.30

08/01180-05i31181....:...
08/01/81-05/31/82 ____..

•o
•o

08/01 /80-05/31 /81 ..-··-·-···-·08/01181-05131 /82 ..--··;-··

Colp.

......

8.83
1.83
0.81
4.35

08/01181-05/31182-·-··--····

4.35

Kato Seimo ·-··--· 06101/80-05/31181 ----···-

08/01181-05131182 .... -

KinD9h;,. F"mting 08/01180-05/31/81 _ _ _
Net Mfg. Co.. • 08/01/81-05/31112---·Ud./Nisaho
i..iCOlp.
K.K.T_...
S9jioo Seimo.
Kok.,..; Gyomo ....
K~ Nlling Co.,
Ltd. ___.__;_;
Makino

u.n.tiei&Co.
~SelmoCo..

Lid.
Momol~

NlilMfO. Co.,
Ud.
MaWln Co.. Ud.-

.......

6eirnolhoi Co..
Lid.

....._...

~Co..

08/01181-411/81182-·--···
08/01180-05/31/81 · - - - 08/01181-05131/82 ..- - .
08/01/80-05/31/81 .... _____
08/01181-05/31182
08/01 /80-05/31 /81 _.:.
08/01181-05/31182----·
08/01 /80-05131181
08/01/81-05/31182.
08/01/80-05/31181
08/01/81-45131/82 _ _ _
08/01180-05/31/81-08/01181-0S/31 /82
08/01180-06/31181
08/01181-0S/31 /82
08/01/llD-05131181.-·.
08/01 /81-05/al/82 ..••- - ·

Lid.I

Ohmi Helling Co..
u11.1Mbul a
Co.• Lid.

Ohmi Helling Co..
. Ltd./Nict*-

08/01181..(15/31182-·--·
08/01/80-0513118108/01181-05/31/82
08/01/81-05131/82.--·-·
08/01/ll0-05/31/81
08/01/81-05/31182.--08/01/licMls/31/81---·
08/01/81-45131/12 ..-----·
08/01/1I0-05/31/81--oilo1/11-05/311B2--

Co., Lid.
Ono Tr.sing-.-· 08/01/80-05131181
08/01181-411/31/82 _ _ _
08/01 /llCMl6/31 /81
Ouda F"tahing
08/01181-05/31 /82
Nat Co~
Mor1bulll

Lill:'

Shoten.
Ouda~
..... Co., Lid./

~011814/31182

Hict*-Co..
Lid.
Ouda Fial""9
Net Co.• UI!./

08i/01/ll0-05/31/81
06101181-05/31/82 _ _ _ _

s.nro.

~Net

l<:lb~·

.. Taito s.iko Co.,

Ud./Nlll8mln
Suilen Co.. Ud.

~

w.i.o B09lci K.K.
CWUCI TradnQ).
w• .....,..

06101180-05131181 ...--.
00101/81-05/31/82 ..-·-·-··
08101180-05/31/81---··
0-Sholan. 08/01 /81-o6131/82.•- .•Yllgi F"llhing Neil
Oil/01 /80-05/31181 ..-··-·-· ...
08/01181-05/31/82 ........- .....
Co.• Lid.
Y1ft1911811----· 08/01/80-05/3)/81
08/01 /81-05/31182--'-08101/80-05/31/81 :_ _ _
Yamiiji Ashing
08101/81-05/31182---NlilCo..Ud.

.......

~

Pur9111:S.--.

KanematsU

Co- Ltd.
Odalia Selmo---··
Ogura Tr9ding
Co.. Lid.

08/01 /80-05/31 /8 I·-·-··-···
08/01181-0S/31 /82.---·-····08101/80...()5/31181 .......---··
08!01/81-05131162.-··-··--·-·
08/01180-0513 I /81.-··----···
08/01181-06/31182.••. - ..·--····
flUglRA 64limo ••••. 08101180...()5131 /81 .••_ .........
08/01 /81-05/31182.--·08/01/81-05131182 ..••...___
TIUZUW

K.K..
T-sCo., Lid.
ToYO'*\ Co., Lid.•.

4.35
tc:-dlll
'8.78
... 78 : Abell Ac8dia.....;_.
18.30
18.30
Allantlc Helling,
18.30
Aope&Twine,
18.30
Lid.
0
• Bay Bul9 Trdlg
•o
Co.. Lid.
2.30
Dennl9 Flaa..
0.98
GourllCll OMlian.
'18.30
Wft Rope Ind.,
'18.SO
Ud.
'4.30
IMP~
0
(b"*'1JciM
Lec*l9. Ud.).
8.83
F-.~
•1.u
J.P.Forgle
Lid.).

Co.. Lid.

Ttdlg.
. -·
NicNrno Co., Ud-. 08/01180-45/31/81 _ _
NippOn~

Taiyo Gyog,o

Seimoeho/Mal<i

E~

Co., Lid.
Kataoka Seirno
Co., lid.I K. Y.

Time periOd

Cl*·

-11)

08/01 /80-05/3, /81 ·--·-·-·-08/01 181-0513, 182 ·-··--··

08/01 /80-05/31 /81

08/01180-05/31181
08/01/81-05/31/U ......
08/01/80-05/31/81 _ _ _
08/01181-05/31182.

2.57

0
0
0
4.35
1.83
'1.83

for consumption on or after the date of
publication of this notice. Because the
weighted-average margins for the period
'8.78
of June 1, 1981 through May 31, 1982. for
8.78
Amita Company, Ltd., Yamaji Fishing
1.83
Net Co., Ltd., and Gourock Division,
1.83
8.78
Wire
Rope Ind., Ltd. are lesa than O.SO
8.78
1.83
percent. and therefore de minimis for
1.83
cash deposit purposes, the Department·
4.35
waive• the deposit requirement for
future shipments &om those firms. For
1.93
fu~ entries &om a new exporter not
1.83
18.30
covered in thia administrative review,
18.30
whose first shipments occurred after
18.30
'18.30
May 31, 1982..anc:J who is unrelated to
18.30
any covered firm. a cash deposit of 4.35
18.30
18.30
percent shall be required. These deposit
0.33
requirements and waivers shall remain
in effect until publication of the final
results of the next administrative
•a.11 review. The Department intends to begin
. .8.711
Immediately the next administrative
'18.30
18.30
review.
0
The Department encourages
•o. Interested
parties to review the public
1.13
record and submit applicationa for
8.83
18.30
protective orders. If desired. as early as
0.18
possible after the Department's receipt
18.SO
of the information durfns the next
·
18.SO
administrative review.
ti.SO
Thia administrative review and notice
'18.30
are in accordance with section 751(a)[1)
- .18.SO
of the Tariff Act (19 U.S.C.1675(a)[1))
18.30
and section 353.53 of tlte Commerce
Regulationa (19 CFR 353.53). ·
·

Mqn

M8lgin

period

I

No ahlpmenla.

06/01180-051'91181--08/01181-05/31182 ..
08101180-05/81 /81
08/01181-05/31/82-08/01 /80-05/31 /81
06/01181-05/31 /82 .•
08/01 /llCMIS/81 /81
08/01181..(15/31 "2··
08101180-05131181
08/01/81..(15/31/82.
08/01180-05/31181
06/01/81-05/31/82 _ _. _
08/01 /80-05/31 /81
06/01181-05/31182--08/01/llCMl5/31181 08101/81-05/31/82.•

!Per·
_,
1

1
1

· The Department shall deterinine, ·ud
the U.S. Customa Service shall auess.
dumpins duties on all appropriate
11
0
entriea with f,urchasti datea.durfns the
periods lnvo ved. Individual differences
0
betwe'en United States price and foreign
0
market value may vary &om the
· •e.11
1 8.78
percentages stated ·above. The
0
Department will issue appraisement
0
, instructiona on each exporter directly to
the Customa Service.
.
0
Further, as provided for by I 353.48(b)
0
of the Commerce Regulationa, a cash
deposit of estimated antidumplna duties
1.13
1.83
based upon the most recent of the above
margins shall be required on all
18.30
ta.30
ahipmenta of Japanese fish nettfns of
18.30
man-made fibers &om these firms
tl.30
entered. or withdrawn &om warehouse,
I

18341

Dated: Ai>rfl 18, 19M.
Alan F. Holmer,
Deputy Au.istant Secretary for briport
Administration.
(PRDoc. M-tlll11'1W ~ea am]
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APPENDIX C
CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

SALMON GILL FISH NETTING OF
MANMADE FIBERS FROM JAPAN

Inv. No.

751-TA-ll

Date and time:

October 30, 1986 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in
the Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Commission
701 E Street, N.W., in Washington.
Parties in

of the application for review of the
determination of injury

sup~ort

George R. Tuttle~Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Seattle, Washington/Portland, Oregon imports of salmon gill fish
netting, including Seattle Marine & Fishing Supply Co.,
Redden Net Co., and LSS, Inc. (formerly Lummi Fishery
Supply Co.).
William Lee, Secretary of Treasury, Seattle Marine &
Fishing Supply
Randy Chiabai, Vice-President, Redden Net Company
Gary Nelson, President, LSS, Inc.
George R. Tu~tle~-OF COUNSEL
Irving W. Smith )
Parties opposing a review of the determination
of injury:
Taft, Stettinius & Hollister-Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
The American Cordage and Twine Manufacturer's ("ACTM")
Thomas Guthrie, Vice-President, Shuford Mills
William Kirkland, President, West Coast Netting Co.
James D. Williams)
Ann Ottoson King )--OF COUNSEL
Dorothy P. Gay
)

8-15

APPENDIX D
ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES FROM POTENTIAL U.S. PRODUCERS

8-16
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APPENDIX.E
SELECTED DATA ON SALMON GILL FISH NETTING OF MANMAOE FIBERS

Table E-1. ·-·-Salmon g i 11 fish netting: U.S. producers' domestic shipments,
imports for consumption, and apparent U.S. consumption, calculated on the
basis of value, !/ 1983-85, January-June 1985, and January-June 1986

Source

·---·-----·-----------·
Jar:iuary-June--·-:____
19 _8 4_... _. _ __!_~iL____!.1}J!L. .____,__!9._~-~-

1983

U.S. Producers:
Nichimo Northwest ..
Harbor Netz! ......
Total ............
Imports from ......Japan ll .... : ......
All other 1/ .......
Total ............
Apparent U.S.
consumption ........

.
.
.

*·11"11·

*"II"*
·----------------·-·....-....---------..--·-·--·-11*11·

. 3,933,000
. __ 248 ! 175
.

-ll·K-·ll-

'11-11*
*'11-11-

4,181,175

2,881,000 3,656,000
3,045,000 4,045,000
500 3 9 5_____~.2.ti.1£.~-·-----3 L.LlJ...2__,,__2 9 5 / Q.6 7
3,381,395 '4,458,326
3,420,379 4,340,067
1,

.
_____________(!_~cen!2__,_______.______,,_,__.___,___,___,__

U.S. Producers:
l\lichimo Northwest.
Harbor Net ~/.
Total.
Imports from:
Japan ~/.
All other 11.
Total.
Apparent U.S.
consumption.

IT Import

valu_es_cire

-11·'11 ..lf

·11..11-lf

*"""*

·11"11*

*M-·11-

-11-11-11-

~-11-11·

~-11-11·

·ll"ll"lf

·II ·II-If

·II**

·)(..II·*

***

-ll·*"-11·

**II·

~-X..11·

~-11-11-

-11-11"11·

'11-11-Jf

·ll*lf

')I·')(·*

')1-11-Jf

'11..11-lf

*-11-11·

-11-11-'11·

*•K-·11·

100.0

100.0

100.0

·11-ll"lf

_............----·--

cT.-f:.

..----·------··..--·-··-----------·--·11..11-lf

------·---------M*·ll-

**'*

100.0

100.0

duty--paid values.---·---·---·-·-·------·------------

ZI *" *.
11

ll Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

if Campi l{~d from official stati sties of the U.S. Department of Commerce for
TSUSA item 355.4520.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, except as noted.
Note ...........Jmports as a share of apparent domestic consumption are calculated on
the basis of landed, duty-paid value of shipments from Japan as reported in
importers' questionnaire responses; c.i.f., duty-paid value of imports from
all other countries as reported in official import statistics, and the value
of domestic shipments based on net value, (i.e., gross sales value, f.o.b. the
producer's point of shipment, less all discounted allowances and the value of
returned goods), as reported in U.S. producers' questionnaire responses. No
adjustments have been made to reflect importers' markup or the fact that the
im~orted merchandise from Japan has been found to be sold at less than fair
value by the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Table E-2 .-·Salmon gi 11 fish netting: U.S. imports for consumption, !/ by
principal sources, 1983-85, January-June 1985, and January-June 1986
January-June
Source

1983

Japan
Taiwan
Republic of Korea
Thailand .............
Al 1 other
Total ....... ~ .....
I

I•

I

I

0

O

I

0

I

I

I

o

o

I

I

I

I

Io

I

IO

1

I

I

0

O

I

I

I

I

I

Io

I

I

Io

o

o

0

I

I

I

0

o

1984

1985

1985

399,703
234,660
279,878
70,636
120,967
56,540
52,630
78,190
96,165
36,013
17,954
157
-~..Q_ ___ 707 _______
Q._______ 0
652,848
3561909
3611784
4429~
296,540
42,625
17,314
0

1986

284,063
57,143
24,591
12,930
107
3781834

Value (1,000 dollars) 1/
Japan
Taiwan
Republic of Korea
Thailand
All other
Total .............
o

O

Io

o

O

I

I

I

I

If

o

o

I

I

0

0

t

I

I

Io

If

I

I

I

0

I

I

f

0

If

I

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

0

I

I

I

If

If

Ito

I

I

Japan
Taiwan
Republic of Korea
Thai land
All other
Average ...........
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

I

f

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

If

I

f

0

O

O

O

I

I

t

I

I

I

It

Io

f

IO

I

I

I

I

I

0

I

I

I

If

I

0

I

I

It

It

I

I

2, 118
136
40
2
__?1296

$ 7. 14
3.19
2.29
5.44
6.43

1,915
188
171
1
5
2,281

2,338
316
186
100

1,650
135
99
49

2 940

1
1 , 933 ______
2.t..9_g_

$6.84
2.66
2. 19
6.27
7.44
5.30

$5.85
2.62
1.93
2.78

$7.03
2.39
1. 88
2.75

4.50

5.34

1,865
136
54
36

$6.56
2.38
2.21
2.78
8.98
5.52

!/ Value and unit value are customs import value that excludes U.S. import
duties, freight, insurance, and other charges incurred in bringing the
merchandise to the United States.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce
for TSUSA item 355.4520.
Note.-··-Because of rounding, figures may not add to totals shown.
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